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Incorporating Multiple Units and Multiple Issues in Electronic Auctions and 

Procurement Negotiations: A Laboratory Experiment with NegotiAuction

Tutkielmassa käsitellään neuvotteluita ja huutokauppoja, sekä erityisesti erästä 

niiden elektronista sovellutusta NegotiAuctionia. Teksti etenee yleiseltä tasolta 

yksityiskohtiin: allokoinnista ja hinnan asetannasta huutokauppojen
erikoisalueisiin.

Empiirisessä osassa tutkitaan NegotiAuctionin soveltuvuutta ostotoiminnan 

automatisointiin. Tutkimus toteutettiin laboratoriokokeina syksyllä 2001. 

Koehenkilöinä toimi 23 HKKK:n opiskelijaa. Huutokauppoja suoritettiin sekä 

perinteisin keinoin, että NegotiAuctionin erityisominaisuuksia hyödyntäen.

Saatuja tuloksia vertailemalla huomattiin, että preferenssien ilmentäminen 

hintapreemioiden avulla monikriteerisessä tilanteessa, jossa lisäksi neuvotellaan 

useista tuoteyksiköistä, on vaikea tehtävä. Hintapreemiot eivät vaikuttaneet 

ostajan kokonaishintaan, mutta kilpailun kiristyessä ne vähensivät myyjien 

suhteellista voittoa. Kaiken kaikkiaan NegotiAuction todettiin toimivan 
odotetunlaisesti.

Avainsanat: Neuvottelu, huutokauppa, elektroninen huutokauppa, ostotoiminta, 

monikriteerisyys, hintadiskriminointi.
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Incorporating Multiple Units and Multiple Issues in Electronic Auctions and 

Procurement Negotiations: A Laboratory Experiment with NegotiAuction

This study deals with negotiations and auctions. NegotiAuction, an electronic 

multiunit/multi-issue auction application is especially under examination. The text 

proceeds from general level into details: from allocation and pricing to reverse 
auctions and price discrimination.

NegotiAuction’s feasibility in automating the procurement operations is examined 

in the case section. The study was conducted in fall 2001 as a laboratory 

experiment with 23 undergraduate and MBA students of HSE. Several auctions 

were run, both with and without attaching the new characteristics of 
NegotiAuction.

The results indicate that in order to add value to multiunit/multi-issue auctions, 

price premiums have to be set carefully. The price premiums weighted preference 

data did not affect the total cost to buyer. However, it decreased the sellers’ 

relative profit when the competition was intensified. Altogether, NegotiAuction 
was found to be operating as was expected.

Keywords: Negotiation, auction, electronic auction, procurement, multiple issues, 
multiple units, price discrimination.
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1 Introduction

Well-designed markets facilitate the exchange of information, goods, services, and 

payments. Market structures and especially market mechanisms guide allocation of 

utility. Efficient allocation on different market structures needs different mechanisms. 

Therefore, in order to create or maintain efficiency on markets, studying the market 

mechanisms is essential.

In this thesis we will focus on auctioning, which is one of the basic market 

mechanisms. Auctioning is a trading procedure, where the monetary value of the 

merchandise is determined in bidding.

Since Vickrey’s seminal paper in 1961, the literature on auctions has flourished. 

Many fundamental mechanisms of auctioning have been studied, and a general theory 

of auctions has been developed (see e.g. McAfee & McMillan, 1987). Still, many 

open questions have remained to be explored.

Auction literature often concentrates on some of the mechanisms of a particular type 

of auction. Usually this is done for forward auctions, in case of a single unit of 

merchandise and a single criterion of selection. However, in the real world settings, 
there are often cases where more complex attributes of a problem arise.

Developments in the information technology have contributed to emergence of 

electronic markets during the last ten years. We have witnessed great expectations 

and disenchant of the e-commerce as it was thought to be. A strong belief in the real 

advantages of electronic markets in some form has made people curious about the 
surviving applications. As it is not possible to investigate the behavior of all the new 

applications in practice, the scientific research is in key role in the discovery of the 

most suitable ones in different situations. Before the preeminent applications are 

found, eyes have to be kept open for new ways of doing things.
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1.1 Objectives
The starting point of this thesis is to continue exploration of modem auction theory 

extended in the areas enabled by the development of information technology. The 

major goal of this thesis is to examine auctions and their utilization potential in 

modem procurement operations. The advantages of electronic applications in auctions 

and negotiations will be explored through a feasibility study.

The objectives of this study are obtained through a literature study and analysis of the 

Negotiauction1 software, an electronic multiunit/multi-issue auction application, 

which will be in focus in the case section.

1.2 Structure of the study
In section 2 we overview allocation and price setting mechanisms, focusing on 

negotiations and auctions. Section 3 spotlights electronic markets and discusses 

electronic trade-assistants, features of modem commerce, and illustrates the essentials 

of Negotiauction. Section 4 describes our experimental study design and the results 

based on tests on bidding behavior of individual subjects and on aggregate market 

(seller revenue) data. Section 5 concludes the thesis.

The results of this study indicate that price premiums (reflections of utility) have to be 

set carefully in order to add value to an auction. The way they were used in our 

experiments, price premiums weighted preference data did not affect the total cost to 

buyer. From bidders’ point of view, price premiums had different effect on profit per 

maximum profit ratio depending on the number of bidders in an auction: the 

difference whether the preference premiums were attached or not was rather small in 

auctions with just few bidders. Also, the level of competition affected total cost to 

buyer, which is supported by common sence.

1.3 Approach and limitations
In this thesis we will concentrate on the allocation process of goods or services. We 

will explore the world of auctioning and focus on independent private value auctions

1 An electronic auction that incorporates elements of negotiations.
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of 2nd price -type (English) reverse auction. Only one-sided auctions are examined, 

and thus market environments with many sellers and many buyers will be left out of 

the scope.

We will study a specific case of price setting via electronic markets: electronic 

procurement auctioning with Negotiauction will be studied in laboratory experiments 

with human subjects. We will discuss risk attitude and its implications on auction 
outcome.

1.4 Concepts used

To avoid confusion when discussing the different forms and mechanisms of 

auctioning in the case of reverse auctions, we use the terminology of forward auctions 

throughout the text. Therefore, when discussing, for example, 1st price sealed bid 

reverse auction (where the price is descending), we do not use the term the lowest 

price Dutch auction, but the familiar vocabulary from forward auctions: the auction 

format will be called the English 1st price sealed bid reverse auction. The reverse 

Dutch auction would be ascending until one bidder accepts the price.

The term Auction Owner (AO) is used to indicate the buyer in reverse auctions. 

Generally, the concept of AO has two meanings: besides for an active party of 

bargaining (i.e. an auction owner), the concept may also be used for a third party 
mediating the trade (i.e. an auction organizer).

Multiple units (MU) and multiple issues (MI) are the new dimensions Negotiauction 

brings to auctions. MU indicates that more than one unit is traded. In a MU auction it 

is possible that in the end there are many winning bidders. MI refers to other aspects 

of trade than price and quantity. Those are the relevant parts of the deal that are taken 

into consideration in bidding. MI usually also affect the price and/or constrain the 
quantity.
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2 Allocation mechanisms and price setting

The allocation of goods and services in society is a central engine in wealth 

machinery. The allocation mechanism used creates a specific infrastructure within an 

economy. The infrastructure may be based on free market economy, where goods and 

services are exchanged based on their value; or some non-economical systems may be 

used. The non-economical ways to handle the allocation are gambling (in a game of 

chance) or laying claims, whereas the economic allocation processes include posted 

price lists, negotiations, and auctioning.

2.1 Market framework
Economic theory is founded on analysis of the fundamental market structure, where 

the monetary value of the merchandise is defined in the interaction between the 

parties involved. In free market economies, the allocation of goods and price setting 

is achieved through market mechanisms that are guided with rules and laws. This 

ruling reflects to interaction dynamics and price-setting mechanisms.

Most often, a market is allowed to conduct the allocation freely by the rules of 

demand and supply. On this kind of markets, there are many small players, and none 

of them has more power over the price than another. Sometimes, oligopolistic market 

dynamics evolve, where a couple of big players dominate the market. These players 

have more influence over the price setting. Still, demand and supply determines the 

prices and allocation of goods. A market dynamic where only one player dominates 

the market and sets the prices of the merchandise is called monopolistic. Natural 

monopolies exist, but often monopolies are set by law: a monopolistic institution is 

given a privilege to produce certain goods that are considered so important to society 

that their trading is restricted. Due to their frequent nature, monopolistic and 

oligopolistic market settings are very important for economic research. However, we 

will bypass these structures here and focus on competitive markets.
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Market structures are specified in a framework (Table 2.1) stated by Guttman & Maes 

(1998). We will use this framework as the starting point in analysis of different 
settings.

Table 2.1 Market structures framework

5
3̂

as

Allocating the objects of trade among the parties in an economy creates transaction 

costs. Rothkopf and Harstad (1994, 367) state that price lists probably cause the 

lowest transaction costs, and thus they are frequently used in small transactions and in 

retail business. This approach requires that the price level of merchandise is known. 

Uncertainty of the price makes negotiations and auctions necessary.

In table 2.1, negotiations are defined as concerning a single seller and a single buyer. 

However, it is common knowledge that multi-party and multi-group negotiations are 

widely used structures. We use this classification as shown in table 2.1 to be able to 

illustrate some of the underlying mechanisms and to distinguish between the different 

settings, even though all these settings could belong under the heading of 

negotiations.

The market setting involving many buyers but just one seller is called the forward 

auction. This is perhaps the auction type most people recognize as the auction. 

Nevertheless, this market setting has mirror imaged twin sister, the reverse auction, in 

which there is just one buyer but many sellers.

The fourth market setting in table 2.1 consists of multiple buyers and sellers. The 

economic theorists of all times have keenly studied the dynamics of this market 

environment, sometimes also referred as the double auction. In this thesis, however, 

we will concentrate examining one-sided auctions and negotiations; and thus market 

environments with many sellers and many buyers are bypassed.

Sellers

1

1

Negotiation

Many

Reverse auction

Many Forward auction Market

Source: Guttman & Maes, 1998
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The goal of much of economic research and theoretical analysis is to indicate the 

outcomes of different trading settings, so that in real life settings, in turn, it could be 

possible to determine the best (the most suitable or desired) trading mechanisms. 

Questions like, for example: which allocation mechanism would yield the best 

solution (from the seller’s or the buyer’s point of view) at any P such that Sc < P < 

By where P = price, Sc = cost to seller, By = value to buyer, occupy the minds of 

economic actors.

Regardless of the trading mechanism used, the value of merchandise is build up of 

many factors. Sales price finally indicates the value of the merchandise. Composed of 

many underlying elements, the selling price may be seen as the end product of value 

determination. Next, we will take a look at the mechanisms and phases of trade under 

the different market structures specified.

2.2 Negotiations
Negotiation2 is a good starting point for analysis of other market settings. The same 

underlying elements (and phases) as in negotiation exist in all the mentioned 

structures. To understand the different structures of bargaining, it is essential to 
comprehend the elements of negotiation.

Following Kersten & Noronha (1999) we illustrate the negotiation process as follows 

in figure 2.1. The process of negotiation consists of three elements or phases, which 

in turn, consist of sub-phases.

: Terms, negotiation and bargaining, are sometimes used interchangeably. Following Sebenius (1992) 
and Kersten & Norontha (1999), we will separate them, treating bargaining as a phase of negotiation.
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Figure 2.1 Negotiation process

Time-line

Pre-negotiation Conduct of negotiations

Issues & 
options

Offers & 
criteria

Climate Presenting Mid-point Closing
Utility setting bargaining

functions

Post-settlement

Source: Kersten & Norontha, 1999

In pre-negotiation stage, the problem is comprehended: the main negotiable issues 

and options are analyzed, the possible offers along with criteria are considered. As the 

result, the specification of preferences over the issues and attributes leads to the 

construction of the utility functions (implicit or explicit).

Each negotiation problem has its own characteristics, which have to be identified in 

pre-negotiation stage. Teich, Wallenius and Wallenius (1994) classified 20 important 

elements that portray the negotiation problem.

Table 2.1 Characteristics of Negotiation Problems
Problem characteristic: Range:

1. Number of criteria/issues One-many

2. Degree of uncertainty Stochastic-deterministic

3. Alternative definition Explicit-implicit

4. Type of criteria Ordinal-cardinal

5. No. of levels in hierarchy One-many

6. No. of parties in group One-many

7. No. of individuals in party One-many

8. Direction of preference Congenial-uncongenial

9. Integrative potential High-low degree

10. Agree on overall resource Yes-no

11. Shared constraints Yes-no

12. Who is assisted Individual, mediator, group

13. Between group power Homogenous-heterogeneous
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14. Within group power Homogenous-heterogeneous

15. Shared status quo Yes-no

16. Future relationship Yes-no

17. Degree of cooperation Cooperative-noncooperative

18. Fixed set of alternatives Yes-no

19. Process of negotiating Sequential-simultaneous

20. Agents involved Yes-no

Source: Teich, Wallenius and Wallenius, 1994

The number of criteria/issues in a bargaining problem refers to a case, where the 

importance of other criteria/issues besides price are considered. When using multiple 

criteria, their mutual relationships and internal structures have to be taken in to 

account. The degree of uncertainty, along with one’s attitude towards risk, has to be 

considered when negotiations are conducted in presence of imperfect or asymmetric 

information.

Most often, the negotiation attributes that are used in finding an agreement, are less in 

number than the real attributes of the negotiated problem. Even some of the most 

relevant aspects of the problem are left out because their evaluation is difficult. The 

more influential negotiation characteristics, such as the sales price of the merchandise 

or the manners of the salesman, often rule over the complicated ones. Behavior in 

negotiations depends on the preferences, which are in turn sensitive to the complexity 

of the problem in hand and the individual’s attitude towards risk. At this point, the 

help of IT agents (and especially electronic negotiation software) are useful, giving 

negotiators help calculating consistent preference functions. However, human 

judgment is needed in the analysis of problem characteristics.

As is illustrated in figure 2.1, the stage where the actual negotiations are conducted 

may be divided to four phases, including climate setting, presenting, mid-point 

bargaining, and closing. According to this view, bargaining is merely a phase of a 

negotiation. A concept used by negotiation theorists called negotiator’s BATNA (best 

alternative to a negotiated agreement) guides bargaining. From a single negotiator’s 

view, BATNA provides the bottom line for negotiations. It identifies the outcome
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achieved if an agreement is not obtained. Clearly, a party with a better BATNA has a 
stronger negotiation position.

The last stage of a negotiation is called a post-settlement. During this phase, 

improvements to the negotiated agreement are searched. It is worth recognizing that 

in some cultures a negotiated agreement is not the primary goal of negotiations, and 

that the initial agreement is just a beginning of (perhaps) long negotiations.

The process of negotiating is not always as straightforward as in figure 2.1. Some 

third party assistance may sometimes be of help in mediating the negotiations and in 

the dispute resolution. Mediators are commonly used when a number of negotiations 
are run simultaneously.

There are numerous negotiation procedures that may be used to guide these phases. 

Industry standards (and also different cultures as mentioned) usually guide these 

procedures, giving more weight to some parts of the process or defining behavioral 

guidelines. A substantial literature on this topic may be found. For example, Fisher 

and Ury (1982) discuss the criteria for a proper procedure in negotiation. They find 

that to be useful, the negotiation procedure has to ratify the following three criteria: 

(i) it should lead into wise negotiation agreement, (ii) it should make the negotiations 

efficient, and (iii) it should improve the relationship, at least not harm it.

Negotiation analysis is one approach for analyzing market settings and structures. It 

has evolved primarily from decision analysis and game theory. The former provides a 

formal methodology, principally from a single decision-maker’s perspective, to 

systematically structure and analyze decision problems based on the expected utility 

maximization principle. The latter, in turn, constructs a logically consistent 

framework for analyzing conflicts. Based on negotiators’ rational behavior and 

complete knowledge of the players’ underlying preference structures and options, 

game theory seeks to identify unique equilibrium strategies or determine outcomes 

for games. Combining these approaches and moving ahead, negotiation analysis aims 

at developing prescriptive theory and useful advice for negotiators and third parties. 

(Sebenius 1992,18; Teich et al. 1994,56)
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The basis of Game-theoretic models is in the utility theory. Micro-economists were 

the first to analyze consumers’ preferences and utilities. Later researchers in the field 

of operations research and business attempted to utilize utility theory in order to 

actively make decisions. Decision analysis can be seen as an approach to making 

utility theory operational in actively making decisions in a multi-criteria environment. 

The essence of decision analysis is to break decisions down into small pieces, which a 

user can deal with individually and then recombine logically. However, a relevant 

question is, whether preferences can at all be mapped into coherent utility functions.

Conjoint analysis is an approach that aims at constructing utility functions. It 

decomposes the attributes of an issue and tries to find the partial derivatives of utility 

over them. In conjoint analysis these partial derivatives are considered additive and 

thus the overall utility is seen as their sum. However, it is claimed that if price is 

considered as an attribute, it gets a status of super attribute, ruling over the other 

attributes. On the other hand, Wold (1943) showed that if preferences are complete, 

reflexive, transitive, continuous, and weakly monotonie, then there exists a 

continuous utility function, which represents those preferences.

Negotiation analysis tries to surpass some assumptions of the game theory that are 

violated in real-life: the emergence of multiple equilibria with no a priori way to 

choose among them, the actors’ behavioral rationality in utility maximization, and the 

common knowledge (or information). Consequently, negotiation analysis actually 

comes closer in spirit to the decision analysis, which aims at problem decomposing 

by separating and subjectively assessing the elements of the problem, such as, 

probabilities, values, attitudes toward risk, and time preference. (Sebenius 1992, 19- 

20)

2.3 Auctions
Auctioning is a trading procedure, where the monetary value of the merchandise is 

determined in a bidding. As distinction from a negotiation, auctions emerge when at 

least the other party of the negotiators grows in number (see table 2.1). “Auctions
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are”, using Cramton’s (1998) words: “fundamentally about allocating and pricing 

scarce resources in settings of uncertainty”.

Auctions have a great importance both in practice as well as in theory. Because of 

their flexibility in matching excess supply and demand, auctions are used extensively 

in the exchange of goods and services in real-life. Theoretically, auctions “remain one 

of the simplest and most familiar means of price determination in the absence of 

intermediate market makers”. In other words, auctions are efficient in co-ordination 

for establishing equilibrium (sales price), as well as for goods allocation/ Thus, they 

are suitable in market dynamics analysis, providing illustrations of optimizing in 

games of incomplete information. This holds because bidders’ private information is 
the main factor affecting strategic behavior (Wilson 1992).

Klemperer (1999, 227) notes the central role of auctions in economics. Good 

understanding of auction theory is valuable in developing intuitions and insights of 

many mainstream economic structures. Auctions provide the economic theory a very 

valuable testing-ground, because of their simple and well-defined nature as an 

economic environment. Particularly the amount of revenue, and nowadays also the 

overall utility, generated by different auction formats in different market settings, is a 

topic of interest of both the scientific researchers and business actors.

Laffont (1997) finds that even though auctions have been used at least as far back as 

500 BC in Babylon, the first academic work on auctions seems to date from 1944 

with a thesis on competitive bidding for securities. There were two seminal papers in 

this field: Friedman (1956) with the case of a single strategic bidder, and Vickrey 

(1961) with the equilibrium game theoretic approach, which laid ground for theoretic 

approaches. However, it is only after the clarification of the Bayesian Nash 

equilibrium concept by Harsanyi (1967) that the theory of auctions was massively 
developed.

Although formal auction theory is a relatively young branch of science, the literature 

of auction theory is extensive. However, as there are many kinds of auction formats,

J The efficiency is defined based on the fact that the goods end in the hands of those who are willing to 
pay the best price.
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and different settings in one format also exist, it is difficult to comprehend and 

distinguish between the different environments (not to talk about finding the most 

efficient one for a specific case based on the literature).

Therefore, we will start by discussing the auction framework and the elementary 

characteristics of auctions, continuing with advanced auction settings. We try to draw 

a clear picture of the different auction mechanisms in order to enable the reader to 

understand the diversity of them, and perhaps find the best mechanism in a specific 

case.

Later on, we will focus on procurement (i.e. reverse) auctions and their electronic 

applications. We will study an electronic multiunit/multi-issue auction mechanism, 

Negotiauction, in the case section, by analyzing the data obtained from two 

experiments: the first with undergraduate, and the second with MBA students.

2.3.1 Auction framework
Auctions are consolidated market institutions with formal process rules. They 

determine the range of processes that need to be specified during auction 

construction, and the processes that traders are allowed to conduct. Different auctions 

are defined by rules for market access, trader interaction, sales price determination, 

and trade generation. (Reck 1997,19)

Häkämies (2000, 1-2) presents a general framework for auctions, based on ideas by 

Heck (1997), Lee (1997) and Vickrey (1961). The framework is composed of the 

following elements: the auctioneer, the parties (sellers and buyers), the objects of 

trade, the trade regulations, and the phases of transaction:

The auctioneer brings the potential sellers and buyers together creating a 

marketplace, where the supply and demand becomes more transparent. The 

auctioneer sets the rules for the different phases of the transaction like information 

exchange, price definition, as well as closing and implementation of the deals.

The number of the parties on the sellers and buyers sides defines the auction type. 

The party organizing the auction is referred as the Auction Owner, the other party
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consists of multiple bidders. The difference between the auctioneer and the 

Auction Owner is that the former can also be the third party in the process - the 

latter is usually the other party of the trade.

The two main categories of traditional auctions, business-to-consumer and 

business-to-business auctions, differ mainly by the objects of trade.

There are many regulations of the trade, which guide the trading process.

Finally the core of auctions is the phase where prices of the merchandise are 

negotiated and the agreements are made. The phase proceeding, involves the 

collecting of information, and it is of particular importance for the participants. 

The auctioneer directs these phases of transaction.

A unique feature of auctions is that the bidders, not the Auction Owner (AO), set the 

price. However, the AO sets the rules to be used by choosing the auction type 

(activity in which the discoveries of economic research may prove helpful). Another 

key feature of auctions is the presence of asymmetric information. This refers to 

settings, where the parties have different knowledge of the problem, or possess 
different utility valuations.

Next, we discuss the basic characteristics of auctions, which are essential for 
understanding the allocation mechanisms and price setting in auctions.

2.3.2 Elementary characteristics of auctions
Auctions vary in the manner they are carried out. First of all, auctions may be open or 

closed. In open auctions, anyone may join the auction. In semi-open auctions, only 

those who are qualified with some a priori set criteria may enter. In closed auctions, 
the AO invites certain bidders.

Openness and closeness may also refer to the bidding process: In an open auction 

(sometimes also referred as an open-outcry auction), the price changes dynamically in 

bidding; all the parties may witness the current highest valuations and announce a
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better price to obtain the merchandise auctioned.4 In closed auctions, the bids are 

sealed and will be opened simultaneously; thus no dynamic bidding may occur.

In an auction, the price of the merchandise may start from the auctioneers’ reservation 

price and ascend until no one will increase bids, and the item(s) are sold to the 

bidder(s) with highest valuation(s). The alternative way of conducting an auction is to 

start with a high value, and descend until a bidder is ready to accept the price.

English auction is an ascending price auction format, where AO announces reserve 

price or some low opening bid. During the auction run, bidding increases 

progressively until demand falls. The winning bidder pays the highest bid, which is in 
fact equal to the second highest bidder’s valuation.5 The essential feature of the 

English auction is that bidders always know the level of the current best bid. Thus, 

the English auction is an open auction.

Similarly, an open auction operating with descending price is called the Dutch 

auction. In this format AO announces a high initial price, and then descends it until a 

bidder accepts the price. The winning bidder pays the highest bid and valuation.

There are two main categories of closed auctions; systems for winning-price 

determination, when the auction requires the bids to be sealed: In the first-price 

sealed bid auction, the winning bid will be the one with highest price declared. The 

level of this bid (as well as the other) may be revealed after the auction winner 

determination, but this is not always the case. The second-price sealed bid auction is 

similar, differing only in the closing price level definition. In this case, the winning 

bid will be the one of highest price, but the price paid is of the second highest bid.6

4 In one version of the open-outcry auction, an auctioneer calls out prices in succession, while bidders 
lift a paddle to indicate a willingness to pay those amounts. The auction ends when only one bidder is 
left. Another variation is called the open-exit auction, in which the prices proceed continuously, but 
players must publicly announce that they are dropping out. Once a bidder has dropped out, he may not 
reenter. (Agorics, 1996)
5 Assuming that all bidders have the dominant strategy to bid up to their private valuation, x, where 
bidding less than x sacrifices opportunities for winning the item and making a positive profit, no matter 
how small, while bidding above x and winning results in certain losses. (Kagel & Roth 1995,503)
6 This holds in ascending auctions, while in descending auction formats, naturally, the case is the 
opposite.
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Assuming bidders’ dominant strategy is to bid up to their private valuation, these 

closed formats are strategically equivalent with the Dutch and the English auctions 

respectively, which in turn, may therefore be (theoretically speaking) conducted open 

or closed. To further illustrate more these basic mechanisms, we discuss them along 

with Figures 2.2 and 2.3. Following table 2.1, we separate the forward and the reverse 
auction formats.

Figure 2.2 The winning price levels in forward, Dutch and English auctions

€

Dutch & 1 ” price closing level 

English & 2nd price closing level

AO’s price constraint

Bidders

In forward auction format with Dutch trading rules, the price descends until demand 

and supply meet. The bidder with highest valuation pays exactly that valuation. 

Identical sales price level is attained using 1st price sealed bid rules. Assuming similar 

bidder behavior rationality as before, the English auction trading rules in forward 

auction format locate a price level equal to the second highest bidder’s valuation. The 

winner is the one who remains longest in the auction. An identical effect is seen when 
using 2nd price sealed bid rules.

Reverse auction takes place when there are just one buyer but many sellers. The 

similar mechanisms, as described in the forward auction case, apply also in this 

context, except in the other direction. For simplicity reasons, we will use the same 
terms throughout the text describing the characteristics.
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Figure 2.3 The winning price levels in reverse Dutch and English auctions

AO’s price constraint

English & 2nd price closing level 

Dutch & Iя price closing level В-------- зидг-чваа

_______________

All these regulations aim at giving an attractive look towards the auction event. 

Surplus for the parties is an example of that: In figures 2.2 and 2.3, the winning 

bidder’s surplus is illustrated by yellow area. The winning bidder values the 

merchandise higher than the sales price level generated. On average, this turns to 

advantage for all bidders. If a specific auction format makes participation more 

attractive, the AO can benefit from the increased competitiveness.

Cramton (1998) mentions the conclusion of Kagel et al. (1987), who point out that 
regardless of Vickrey’s findings7, experiments demonstrate ascending auctions 

performing better. Bidders have clearer incentive to play the efficient dominant 

strategy.

As may be intuitively understood, different auction formats generate different 

revenue flows to the parties. The auction model with higher probability of gaining 

profits attracts bidders. Also, the revenue generating properties of certain auctions 

have to be considered when choosing an auction format. Klemperer (2000, 15)

' Which state the conditions in private value environments to gain theoretically efficient allocations 
through sealed-bid auctions.
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discusses the different closing price levels through the violations of the revenue 
equivalence theorem condition.8 He makes three theme-arguments:

Firstly, market demand is downward sloping, not inelastic. This means consumers 

always prefer the sealed-bid setting, and firms may prefer it also; the sum of producer 

and consumer surpluses is always higher in a sealed-bid auction (see e.g. Hansen 

1988). Klemperer points out that because in ascending auctions the sales price equals 

the runner-up’s cost, it is less reflective of the winner’s cost than is the sealed-bid 

closing price. Therefore, the sealed-bid auction is more productively efficient (the 

quantity traded reflects better the winner’s cost) and provides greater incentive for 

aggressive bidding (a more aggressive sealed bid not only increases the probability of 

winning, but also increases the quantity traded contingent on winning).

Secondly, the possibilities for collusion, implicit or explicit, need to be considered. 

The general conclusion is that ascending auctions are more susceptible to collusion9. 

Klemperer argues that coordination among bidders is easier in ascending auctions - 

the same coordination cannot readily be achieved in simultaneous sealed-bid 

auctions, where there is neither the opportunity to signal, nor the ability to retaliate 

against a bidder who fails to cooperate. He also argues that selling over the Internet 

probably makes it easier for firms to collude.

Thirdly, bidders may be asymmetric10. In these circumstances, ascending auctions are 

generally more efficient (because the lowest-cost bidders win), but sealed-bid 

auctions typically yield lower consumer prices (because they discriminate somewhat 

in favor of higher-cost bidders who have lower “virtual costs” when they have the 

same costs as those of stronger bidders). In this case economists generally favor 

ascending (open) auctions, but competition-policy practitioners usually prefer sealed- 

bid auctions because most competition regimes concentrate on consumer welfare.

8 Revenue equivalence theorem states that with the risk neutral bidders, the expected price paid under 
all four auctions (Dutch, 1st price, 2nd price, and English auctions) is the same. Riley (1989) provides 
good illustration on the subject.
9 Collusion refers to co-operative behavior in order to affect the closing price level. For example, a 
group of bidders may collude ending up with reduced price level, dividing the surplus between each 
other later on.
10 Bidders’ symmetricy refers to a case where they use the same distribution function to estimate their 
valuations; and payment is a function of bids alone. (Feldman & Reinhart 1995a, 5)
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2.3.3 Single versus multiple unit auctions
When introducing multiple units into auction, new dimensions of trading appear. 

Firstly, bidders may demand single or multiple units (MU). Secondly, new pricing 

mechanism possibilities emerge: “the 1st price auction has two MU-generalizations - 

discriminatory auction in which the bidders who bid the highest prices pay their bid, 

and uniform-price auction in which all successful bidders pay the lowest accepted 

bid” (Friedman & Sunder, 1994).

MU auctions may be utilized in different forms. Bichler (2000b, 5) points out two 
commonly used: combinatorial auctions and bundling. In combinatorial auctions11 

bids are placed on combinations of goods. It is an approach to achieve efficient 

allocations in non-additive bidder valuation cases. Such mechanism allows taking 

dependencies and complementarities between goods into consideration: the bidders 

may express their synergistic values. It is believed that the mechanism increases the 

AO’s revenue, and leads in an economically more efficient allocation of assets for the 

bidder. In bundling the merchandise is sold in bundles because bidders do not possess 

additive valuations. The value of a bundle of goods is not equal to the sum of the 

values of the same goods unbundled. This type of auctioning is used when the 

merchandise is sensitive to speculations of others’ bids in future (separately run) 

auctions. For example, electromagnetic spectrum licenses, land parcels, oil leases, 

and shipping spaces are ‘merchandise’ of this type.

Tenorio (1993, 302) notes that MU-auctions have been extensively used for allocating 

financial and monetary instruments in a large number of countries. In these auctions, 

bidders bid for both prices and quantities.

Generalization from single-unit environment to MU-environment is quite easy as long 

as each buyer demands at most one unit. This is why most of the auction literature 

focuses studying the environment where there is just one unit for sale. There are only 

few studies on multiple unit auctions. Furthermore, most of this MU-auction literature 

describes cases where multiple units are sold in an auction, but each bidder demands 

just a single unit.

11 Also referred as multidimensional or matrix auctions
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The revenue equivalence generally fails if bidders demand several units, and their 

demand may be depicted as a function of price. In MU-case the revenue equivalence 

holds only if each item is awarded to the highest bidder (see Harris & Raviv 1981).

Wolf stetter (1996, 387) notes that Maskin & Riley (1989) have generalized the theory 

of optimal auctions to include the MU-case; and Spindt & Stolz (1989) showed that 

as the number of bidders or the quantity put up for auction is increased, the expected 

stop-out price (the lowest price served) goes up generalizing the well-known 

properties of single-unit auctions.

Discussion on the market clearing revenue levels in single versus multiple unit cases 

can be found: for example Alsemgeest, Noussair and Olson (1998, 95) find that the 

sealed bid auction leads to higher revenue than the English clock under both single

unit and two-unit demand. The higher revenue in the sealed-bid auctions under 

single-unit demand is consistent with the presence of risk aversion on the part of 

subjects, which would lead bidders to make higher bids in trying to increase their 

probability of winning at the cost of lowering profit in the event of winning. Besides 

the bidders’ risk preference, the correlation between bidders valuations also is an 

important factor of the revenue generated from an auction format.

Häkämies et al. studied the performance of the forward English clock auction and a 

web-based multiple unit auction in case of multiple unit demand. The performance 

was judged by efficiency, seller’s or buyers’ profit. They were unable to find major 

differences in the performance of these formats. As the English auction has generally 

been referred in the literature as the most efficient auction model, findings of 

Häkämies et al. enables us to suspect higher efficiency also in case of multiple units.

Keeping this in mind, we will next look more closely at the different pricing rules in 
MU auctions.
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2.3.3.1 Uniform and discriminative pricing
When a quantity Q is offered for sale in MU uniform-price12 auctions, the К highest 

bid quantities are accepted and the successful buyers pay a price that may be 

determined to be equal to the lowest accepted or highest rejected bid. Discriminative 

pricing13, on the other hand, is mainly used in sealed-bid auctions. In this case, the 

successful buyers pay a price equal to his/her own bid. The unit-price for each bidder 

is different, and thus the auction discriminates the bidders. Discriminative pricing 
works mostly in favor of the AO but sometimes also for the bidders.14 15

Figure 2.4 Discriminative pricing

Figure 2.4 illustrates price discrimination. The total quantity traded in the auction 

equals to bolded line on the quantity axis. There are n bidders that compete for the 

purchase of Q divisible units.13 Bidders submit bids for the unit price and the quantity 

desired (i.e. b¡ = p¡,q¡). Bids are then arranged in decreasing price order, and the cutoff 

between successful and unsuccessful bidders is determined at by,

where (pn > ... > Pj > ... > Pi) and ^"q¡ = Q

12 Sometimes also referred to as the “generalized 2nd price auction”, or “common-price”, or 
”competitive-price", or “one-price”
13 Also referred as the “generalized 1st price auction”
14 E.g. in case where bidders have excess capacity or inventory holding costs - and want to exploit it 
at any price.
15 Total quantity is announced prior to the auction.
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If this equality is not satisfied for any j, bidder j gets residual quantity. While in the 

uniform-price auction, winners pay pj for each unit they get, in the discriminatory 

auction, winners pay their own bid prices for each unit they get. Thus in the 

discriminative auction the clearing price is the quantity-weighted average of all 

winning prices. (Tenorio 1993, 303)

Figure 2.2 Discriminative versus uniform pricing

Bids in competitive auction

Bids in discriminative auction

Pc = Price in 
competitive 
auction

Quantity

Source: Harris & Raviv (1981, 1487)

Discriminative and uniform pricing mechanisms are compared in figure 2.5. Since in 

discriminative auctions the price paid equals the accepted bid price, the bidders face 

uncertainty about the acceptance but not about price. In uniform price auctions, the 

entire offering is distributed at a market-clearing price, which is indicated by Pc in 

figure 2.5. Thus, bidders face uncertainty besides acceptance also over price. (Harris 
& Raviv 1981, 1487)

In uniform-price auctions, each agent bids his reservation price16, while in 

discriminative-price auctions their incentive is to lower bids below their reservation 

prices. In both cases, the AO collects the entire consumer surplus under this lower 

demand curve. Therefore the total proceeds to the AO will be greater in uniform price 

auctions if area A in figure 2.5, representing increased revenues from low successful 

bidders, is greater than area B, representing decreased revenues from high bidders.

16 Bidding lower than this lowers the probability of winning while the price at which the merchandise 
is awarded remains unchanged.
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Thus, which of these two auctions yields higher expected revenue depends on the 

extent to which bidders reduce their bids in the discriminating auction relative to their 

true reservation prices. (Harris & Raviv 1981, 1487)

2.3.3.2 Common and private value environments
The composition of the value-base (i.e. the value distribution) from where bidders 

draw their valuations divides auctions in two categories: In private-value auctions, 

bidders know the value of the item to themselves with certainty, while in common- 

value auctions, the value of the item is the same for everyone, but bidders have 
different information about the underlying value (Kagel 1995, 501).17

In independent private-value case, the subjective worth of a single item is unrelated 

across bidders. Expectations on the other bidders’ actions only influence the way a 

given bidder shades her bid relative to her underlying valuation, not the valuation 

itself. Bid shading is about bidding under one’s true valuation, trying this way to 

increase revenue obtained from taking part in an auction. Bid shading occurs in both 

the common and independent private value environments.

Auction theory points out another phenomenon involved in the bidding process called 

winners curse. It is a feature of common value environments, and it refers to bidding 

high (above the true value of the item) to win, ending in losses.

In common value case, any knowledge of other bidders’ behavior would influence a 

given bidder’s valuation of the item(s) to be sold, as well as the extent to which she 

shades. Because the auction format itself may convey information about bidders’ 

valuations, the way the items are sold may affect, in aggregate, underlying valuations 

and, therefore, have consequences for revenue. (Feldman & Reinhart 1995a, 5)

17 There are also cases when both these valuations occur at the same time. Although a bidder receives a 
private information signal, her value becomes a general function of all signals. Klemperer (1999, 230) 
provides an example: “your value for a painting may depend mostly on your private information (how 
much you like it) but also somewhat on others’ private information (how much they like it) because 
this affects the resale value and/or the prestige of owning it”.
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Almgeest et al. (1998, 89) studied english clock auction18 (i.e. open) and sealed bid 

auction (i.e. closed), both with lowest accepted-bid pricing, in cases of single and 

two-unit demand of homogeneous goods, in independent private-value environment. 

They found that in both demand cases the revenue generated by sealed bid auction to 

be higher than in English clock auction. Also, the English clock auction performed 

better in single-unit than in two-unit demand case. This is supposed to be due to 

strategic demand reduction on the part of bidders.

Miller & Plott (1985) compared sealed bid auction (with lowest accepted-bid pricing), 

and discriminative auction in multi-unit, private-value environments. They found that 

when demand is inelastic at the competitive equilibrium, the latter generates higher 

revenue than the former auction mentioned. This result is reversed when demand is 

elastic. Thus, the major finding was that the relative revenue-generating capabilities 

of the two different auctions depend critically upon the slope of the demand (in the 

limit price sense). In their settings the market demand was stationary from period to 

period. They also gave the subjects a strategy profile consisting of all bidders. 

Almgeest et al. note that under these circumstances bidding always constitutes a Nash 

equilibrium, resulting in the competitive equilibrium revenue.

Feldman and Vincent (1995) studied the data from the IMF gold auctions run in 

1976-1980. They focused evaluating the importance of auction format on bidding 

behavior and seller revenue and on the difference in performance under uniform-price 

and discriminatory-price formats. They found evidence of statistically significant bid 

shading in excess of the theoretically derived optimum under the discriminatory 

format. This evidence suggested greater seller revenue under the uniform-price 
format in common value auctions.

18 A special type of English auction, in which the auction begins with all bidders publicly and 
simultaneously announcing their initial quantity demanded at price zero. In case of excess demand, the 
price is increased and bidders announce new quantities demanded, which are less or equal to the 
previous. The procedure continues until the market-clearing price is reached, which in turn becomes 
the uniform per-unit price. (Almgeest et al. 1998, 89)
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2.3.3.3 Risk preferences and auction outcomes
Bidders’ attitudes towards risk have to be considered when evaluating and choosing 

an auction format, since risk attitudes affect closing price levels. In private valued 

auctions the expected price paid under major auction formats is the same when 

bidders are risk neutral. With risk aversion the revenue-equivalence theorem breaks 

down as first-price and Dutch auctions generate greater expected revenue than 

English or 2nd price auctions. This follows from the mentioned fact that risk aversion 

promotes bidding above the risk neutral Nash equilibrium in Is1 price and Dutch 
auctions, while the dominant bidding strategy remains unaffected in English or 2nd 

auctions (Kagel 1995, 503). Riley (1989, 48) provides an illustration of this: “In 

thinking about the Dutch auction, it is easy to see how risk aversion will affect 

bidding. The more risk averse an individual is, the more reluctant he will be to let the 

clock tick down below his valuation. Therefore, risk averse buyers will tend to cry out 

more quickly and so raise expected seller [AO] revenue.” To conclude, AO gains if 

bids are given sealed in MU environment with discriminative pricing rule. Riley also 

points out that if bidders’ valuations are positively correlated (rather than unrelated) 

the AO extracts more revenue in open ascending bid auction. However, this is a 

feature only in common value environments.

Harris & Raviv (1981) discuss risk preference, noting that discriminatory auctions 

correspond to 1st price auctions, as with risk neutrality, expected revenue is the same 

as in the uniform-price auction. However, with risk aversion, bids will be above the 

risk neutral Nash equilibrium prediction, yielding greater expected revenue that in the 

uniform-price auctions.

Most theoretical auction models assume the number of competing bidders to be fixed 

and known to all bidders. McAffee & McMillan (1987) and Mathews (1987) 

generalize auction theory to allow uncertainty regarding the number of bidders 

(number uncertainty). They show that if the number of bidders is unknown and 

bidders have constant or decreasing absolute risk aversion in independent private 

valued 1st price auction environments, then the expected revenue is greater if the 

actual number of bidders is concealed rather than revealed. It may, thus, be said that
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bidding above risk neutral Nash equilibrium in 1st price auctions reflects risk 

aversion. (Kagel, 1995)

If bidders are risk neutral the revenue-equivalence of uniform-price and 

discriminative formats holds. Tenorio (1993) discusses the breakdown of this matter 

based on the theory suggestions. He analyzed the effects of a format change on 

bidders’ behavior in MU auctions and obtained the following empirical results: after 

controlling for other relevant effects, the uniform-price format yields higher average 

revenue than the discriminative format:

“The most notable factor favoring higher revenue under competition is the 
affiliation19 of bidders’ valuations. Thus, on the surface, one could interpret the 

revenue-superiority of the uniform-price auction as arising from the prevalence of 

public information in forming exchange rate forecasts. However, revenue- 

equivalence tests that endogenize bidder participation indicate that the revenue 

superiority of the uniform-price auction originates in higher effective bidder 

participation under this format. The relative attractiveness of competition is likely 
related to the standard theoretical finding20 that bidding strategies are simpler to 

compute in these kinds of auctions. “ (Tenorio 1993, 313)

As a conclusion we might argue that if risk aversion (compared to risk neutrality; in 

forward auctions) leads to a bid increase rather than to bid lowering, one could 

estimate the minimum-clearing rate of an auction (assuming uniform bid function).

2.3.3.4 Revenue equivalence

Despite its tight assumptions that often have to be relaxed in the real world settings 

Vickrey’s (1961) Revenue Equivalence Theorem is still auction theory’s most 

celebrated theorem. Therefore we now discuss it more closely.

“Revenue Equivalence Theorem states conditions under which different auction 

forms yield the same expected revenue, and also allows revenue rankings of

19 “Affiliation encompasses both independence and correlation of random variables. In simple terms, if 
a bidder’s valuation is high, affiliation makes it more likely but does not necessarily imply that other 
bidders’ valuations will also be high.” (Tenorio 1993, 304)
20 Vickrey 1961
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auctions to be developed when these conditions are violated. The theorem 

assumes that each of a given number of risk-neutral potential buyers has a 

privately-known valuation that is independently drawn from a strictly-increasing 

distribution, and that no buyer wants more than one of the к identical indivisible 

prizes. Then any mechanism in which the prizes always go to the к buyers with the 

highest valuations and any bidder with the lowest feasible valuation expects zero 

surplus yields the same expected revenue (and results in each bidder making the 

same expected payment as a function of her valuation). ” (Klemperer 2000, 4)

Vickrey’s (1961) revenue equivalence statement suggests that the AO may expect 

equal gains from all the major auction formats, in case of private-values and 

independent individual valuations. Although bidders don’t know their rivals’ 
valuations, they know the distribution from which they are drawn.21 (Kagel 1995, 

503)

Revenue Equivalence Theorem states the equivalence of any auction mechanism in 

gaining expected revenue for the AO in the Nash equilibrium, in case of risk 

neutrality, independent values and single-unit demand. The mentioned Nash 

equilibrium models strategic choices in a two-person multi-item bargaining problem 

with complete information; it predicts the outcome based only on information about 

each bargainer’s preferences.

Yet, Harsanyi and Selten (1972) extended Nash’s theory of two-person bargaining 

games to cases with incomplete information and found that there are several 

equilibria; a shortcoming is due to the fact that these models have little predictive 

power. Kagel & Roth (1995) also point out that existing models have performed 

poorly in laboratory experiments. The main criticism for the models concerns many 

of the basic assumptions of game-theoretic auction models and their validity for real- 

world environments (Rothkopf & Harstad, 1994).

21 Experimental research has been largely restricted to the case in which valuation, x, is drawn from a 
uniform distribution [x,x ] (Kagel 1995,503).
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Further, “Tenorio (1994) shows that when there is multi-unit demand, Nash 

equilibrium no longer applies to many simple auctions because inefficient allocations 

can occur in equilibrium” (Alsemgeest, et al 1998, 90). What is mentioned implicitly 

is that in MU environments there may be several equilibria, and no a priori way to 

choose among them. Thus, the closeness of closing price to the (Nash) equilibrium is 

not valid as a measurement in MU environment. For this, and also other reasons, new 

models are needed to analyze MU auctions.

2.3.4 Single versus multiple issue auctions
The literature of auction theory has traditionally focused on the analysis of a well- 

defined object or contract so that the price to be paid is the unique strategic 

dimension. In single issue auctions there are actually more issues involved but they 

are treated as fixed. These fixed issues may for example, be identified from the item 

on display (for example in a traditional art auction). However, procurement contract 
auctions do not usually meet these assumptions.22 (Branco 1997, 63).

In fact, there are very few auctions, which are merely single issued. Many times 

issues are too connected together and influence each other to be separated. In two 

issue auctions, another attribute of value is taken into consideration. Besides the sales 

price, quality or quantity issues are often taken into account. The rest of the issues 

remain fixed in that case.

When auctions are held over the Internet, things get further complicated. The items 

for sale cannot be investigated beforehand and the buyers may require some other 

issues, like warranties, to be included; the sales price of merchandise, merely, does 

not give enough information. Similar difficulties come forward when considering 

even some of the most basic procurement cases. There are many reasons why the 

price is not solely enough. Exclusive focus on price will do a disservice to buyers and 

sellers alike, hiding important value attributes from consideration (Teich et al. 1999a, 

50).

22 For example, in the contract for the construction of a new space shuttle, the specification of its 
characteristics is probably as important as its price.
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In MI procurement auctions (i.e. reverse), the buyer (AO) could take all relevant 

aspects of an item into the bargaining process, determining the sales price. The reason 

for preferring MI auction is that when optimizing over multiple objectives, the AO 

hopes to move towards pareto-efficiency.

Some attempts incoiporating MI into trading may be found from the literature. For 

example Che (1993) designed a score-based system, which he considered as optimal 

mechanism for two-dimensional auctions. In his system the bidders bid on quality and 
price23 and the AO designs an optimal scoring rule, which converts each pair into a 

single number. The system assumes that AO is not willing to split the contract with 

many contractors. Cost to a single bidder is assumed private information, and the 

buyer only knows the distribution function of costs for the bidders. Costs are also 

assumed independently and identically distributed.

However, things are quite different if costs are considered correlated, but the initial 
information is independent. Branco (1997) shows24 that when the quality of the item 

is an issue, the existence of correlation among the costs has a significant effect on the 

design of optimal multi-attribute auctions: To find the optimal solution a two-stage 

mechanism is needed. In the first stage the procurer evaluates each bid according to a 

specific scoring function. This elects one firm for a second round of bargaining with 

the procurer. He suggests two specific two-stage auctions that implement the alleged 

optimal mechanism (Branco 1997, 77). However, Jethiel & Moldovanu (1998) argue 

that efficiency is not usually possible when each bidder’s information signal is 

multidimensional, as is natural when there are multiple heterogeneous goods 

(Klemperer 1999, 243). Thus, to exploit efficiency in MI auctions, a specific type of 

multidimensional signaling has to be discovered.

We will continue discussing the MI feature of auctions in the case section, where its 

effects on discriminative-prized auction outcome are tested in experiments.

2j Quantity is normalized to one.
24 This is in contrast to Che’s (1993) approach.
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3 Electronic markets and auctions

In this chapter we first discuss the general properties of successful allocation 

mechanisms and then take a focus on the electronic market environment. We will also 

describe the electronic auction format used in the experiments.

3.1 Market mechanism design
To be able to extend the theoretical insights, evaluate existing market environments, 

and find new, better mechanisms of trade one must consider the general properties of 

a market design. We employ Schotter’s (1998, 208-238) criteria that may be used 

when designing or evaluating market mechanisms: understandability, fairness, 

efficiency, strategic robustness, personality robustness, agent profitability, and 

collusion prevention.

The first criterion requires that the mechanism used should be understandable to those 

using it - both the rules of the mechanism, and the underlying25 theory. The second 

criterion suggests that if a mechanism is ever going to be employed it must be 

perceived as being fair. As a synonym to fairness, Schotter recommends symmetry in 

the strategic sense: any strategy available to the other side of the market has a 

comparable strategy available to the other side. In addition, each side has strategies 

that affect the payoff function in an equivalent manner, given the action of others.

Schotter points out that the third criterion, efficiency, is the ultimate economic 

criterion. However, efficiency should not be explicitly evaluated as the only criterion 

or the most important. “A successful mechanism may have to trade off efficiency for 

other desirable characteristics.” In the end, overall efficiency is what counts. Still, the 

definition of efficiency is usually not as straightforward as may be taught first. In 

most cases, there are many possible definitions for efficiency. Therefore, it is 

important to define it before discussing it or making the trade-offs. 23 *

23 Schotter proposes an illustrative example: The government office distributes tax tables, yet never
journal articles on optimal income taxation, or tips on how to exploit loopholes in the tax law.
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The fourth and the fifth criteria require a successful mechanism to be robust against 

small miscalculations or differences in use. A mechanism is not satisfactory if, 

despite its ability to implement Pareto optimal outcomes, it produces disastrous 
outcomes for small mistakes. In other words, these criteria require a flat efficiency 

surface around the optimum, reached by a successful mechanism.

In almost every instance where a new institution is called for, it replaces an old one. 

Therefore, the sixth criterion claims that this new institution should clearly provide 

more beneficial outcomes to all parties than the old one. The new mechanism should 

also be collusion resistant to be successful (the seventh criterion).

Schotter’s mechanism-design-theoretical criteria ask about the consequences of 

different types of rules. This approach is normative towards a problem. As was 

discussed earlier, game theory is another approach to analyze market mechanisms. It 

takes the rules of the game as given and tries to determinate the outcomes. Game- 

theoretic models view competition as a process of strategic decision making under 

uncertainty. Thus, it employs a positivistic approach.

3.2 Electronic market environment

The electronic markets have been a keenly discussed issue in recent few years. 

However, despite the effort, electronic markets have evolved quite slowly. Markets in 

general may be categorized in four cases, which are noted in Table 3.1. In this section 

we discuss electronic markets using this classification.

Table 3.1 The different market settings in electronic commerce

Consumer Business
:

Consumer C-to-C 2: C-to-B

Business B-to-C 4: B-to-B

Consumer-to-Consumer market is yet mostly conducted in traditional style. 

Movement towards electronic environment in this environment has been slow; still, 

especially electronic auctions have been exploited in this category. Consumer-to-
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Business is rather theoretical category, and thus not many electronic markets like this 

are found. The third category, Business-to-Consumer, in turn, is familiar to all 

consumers. This market setting is upstream commerce from business’s point of view. 
At the emergence of e-business, companies have widely established electronic 

marketplaces for their merchandise, and taken part in larger market sites (portals) 

enclosing many businesses. The last category is Business-to-Business - it covers up 

and down stream businesses. The latter is also referred as corporate procurement. 

Companies have exploited most this category in electronic markets, due to 

efficiencies to be gained in this environment.

IT provides electronic markets assistance in its core functions. Intelligent software 

agents (ISA) are new kind of information processing instruments that have emerged 

to assist trading within electronic markets. Combining the approaches by Turban et al. 

(1999, pp 444, 498-503) and Khoo et al. (1998, 47), and adding new, we may define 

four ISA categories by the tasks they perform. This categorization illustrates the 

characteristics of ISA, and thus, an instrument may employ several categories.26

1. Collection agents aim at searching, gathering, and extracting desired data 

from large quantities of stored data. They are useful in retrieving information 

from Internet and intranet based databases.

2. Processing agents organize the collected data into information. For example, 
shopping agents27 belong to this category.

3. Display agents organize the gathered data into audio-visual descriptions.

4. Communication agents able electronic interaction. This category also includes 

trading agents, which set, organize, and supervise environments for trade.

26 For example, the display function of an agent may be argued to belong to a processing function, 
which in turn is perhaps the only pure category of information handling instruments as the other 
categories (apart from display) involve reordering data or operating style, not information.
27 Shopping agents were thought to belong among the most promising applications of information 
technology in the 21“ century. These price-comparing agents were argued to drive the electronic 
commerce. However, it was noticed that also in the Internet there is more to value than just price. For 
example, the customer experience, besides the price of the merchandise, is crucial when deciding 
which brand-mark to buy in the net: navigation in the site, and more importantly, the trustworthiness of 
the merchant affects the experience (White Paper One, www.zdintemetic.com, 20.2.2001).
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5. Learning agents act based on the user’s past behavior, and may thus be 

tailored to an individual’s preferences.

Khoo et al. (1998, 47) add dimensions to this discussion, suggesting that irrespective 

of the class, a typical ISA is expected to possess four more key characteristics: 

autonomy, social ability, responsiveness, and proactiveness. ISA should be able to 

perform most of the tasks on their own: controlling their own actions and internal 

state. All agents should be able to interact with humans, and with other software. 

They should also be timely in response for perceived changes in the environment 

(physical world, other agents, or Internet), but exhibit goal-directed behavior as well.

High costs using intermediaries when trading on (traditional) organized marketplaces, 

has certainly been a key driver towards electronic markets (Teich et al. 1999a, 51). 

Using electronic trade assistants, companies may efficiently interact, and no 

intermediaries are necessarily needed. However, the drawback is that, due to its zero- 

sum nature, Internet as a channel for business-to-business commerce has spawned 

price wars. On the other hand, it may be argued that lower transaction costs on the 

Internet may benefit everybody.

New technology is expected to enable getting beyond lose-lose situations in 

negotiations. Still, the ”killer application” has not been found, while many believe 

electronic auctioning will accomplish this honored status in the future.

Exploitation of electronic markets depends highly on the nature of the merchandise. 

The impact of web for trading procedures is different in cases of digital and physical 

products: Digital products can easily be traded using the net, because the entire 

trading cycle can be handled over the web. This reflects dramatic savings in 

overheads. In case of physical products, the trading process and the physical logistics 

of the trade objects can be separated, leading to a considerable cost reduction. In both 

cases, the web expands the market area and provides access to highly focused global 

customer groups. (Klein 1997,6)

The design of electronic markets is a challenging task, for it ties together a range of 

disciplines, such as game theory, mechanism design theory, and computer science.
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Simulation and laboratory experimentation are widely used to gain understanding of 
the mechanism behavior in different cases.

Concentrating on the fourth category, Business-to-Business, in table 3.1, we discuss 

designing electronic procurement in more depth in this thesis, keeping in mind the 

mentioned ultimate rule in economic behavior: gaining efficiencies.

Companies search for new ways to obtain additional efficiency that eventually lead to 

competitive advantage. Therefore, also the ultimate goal of electronic procurement is 

to make the process automatic, so that no human intervention is needed, and in 

addition, time required for procurement activity can be reduced. Nevertheless, before 

focusing on the underlying characteristics and mechanisms of this environment, we 

take a look at the electronic applications for negotiations and auctions, as well as IT 
enabled contributors of trading.

3.2.1 Electronic negotiations and auctions
While negotiation and auctioning are trading mechanisms with long traditions, the 

electronic applications have existed only few years. It is clear that electronic 

applications have not found their final shape yet; there are still a lot of opportunities 

left for academic research, innovative entrepreneurs, and new corporate practices.

Oliver (1996) discusses Negotiation Support Systems (NSS): Because negotiations 

are considered complex and unstructured, NSS functional requirements have 

emphasized very general support capabilities. Specific tools supporting negotiations 

often exploit mathematical support tools. Oliver gives an example of NSS: 

Rangaswamy & Shell (1995) uses a computer-based method to elicit a conjoint 

representation of preferences. In this system, once parties have a better understanding 

of their preferences, they make proposals electronically. Controlled experiments 

indicate better agreements. The system also suggests Pareto-improving solutions 

based on the preferences. However, as Oliver points out, users may attempt to game 

the system by mispresenting their preferences. He also notes the importance of trust 
in the system.
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Generally, electronic (on-line) negotiation and auctioning as market environments 

with specific rules are similarly different than traditional markets (off-line). 

Electronic auctions can be viewed as a special case of automated negotiations. They 

are potential extensions of procurement negotiations: electronic auctions enable the 

parties to disengage themselves from the chains of time and place (see e.g. Segev, 

Beam and Segev, 1997).

In electronic auction markets, the revenue distribution among the market participants 

is quite similar (with some extension and modification) as in the traditional markets: 

The auction format owner provides the technology platform, takes care of advertising, 

and collects transaction fees. The supplier makes normal business through auctions 

and may also trade the surplus stock. Thus, it may exploit the production capacity 
utilization with lower sales overheads. The buyer gets reduced purchasing overhead 

costs and reduced costs of goods or services purchased. The intermediary, who takes 

their provisions, could be added to this list.

Electronic auctions provide new possibilities that are exploited progressively. New 

variants of basic auction types emerge with new innovative features, but scientific 

research also creates totally new auctioning. Electronic auctions have proven to 

benefit from the development of IT generally, as more powerful computing is 

available, the communication is speeding up, and new applications for data display 

are introduced.

Electronic multimedia, incorporated in electronic auction software, gives the sellers 

possibility to give a presentation of their products in a new fashion. The remaining 

problem is that the buyers cannot inspect the product itself. One solution to this and 

the transaction safety problems are the intermediaries with good reputation, who 

guarantee a valid trade. Contracting, payments and delivery are often integrated in the 

bidding process. (Beam and Segev, 1997)

Despite its recent popularity, there are quite a few empirical studies on the 

performance of electronic auction designs. Heck & Ribbers (1997) studied four 

electronic auction initiatives in Dutch flower industry, each basically functioning as
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Dutch auction28. They analyzed them based on Kambil & Van Heck (1996) and Van 

Heck et al. (1997). Their key findings were that new methods that are innovative and 

value adding (to all parties), may success and ‘cannibalize’ traditional procedures. 
Nevertheless, it is a very thin line to walk on.

Heck & Ribbers point out the major problem of the Dutch flower auction to be its 

supply-oriented nature. Many markets (including flower market) have, in last ten 

years, become more demand oriented. They expect trading via brokerage systems to 

become more popular in the future. Thus, it may be assumed that in the future, 

matching the trading systems together with logistic systems may be crucial when 

creating new market mechanisms.

Van Heck et al. (1997) note that with innovative concepts, new entrants may quickly 

build competitive advantage towards dominant players. However, Kambil & Van 

Heck (1996) remind that if alternatives exist, no new market mechanism (IT based or 

traditional) is likely to succeed if any key stakeholder gets worse payoff. Van Heck et 

al. propose further that IT was being trusted in these cases, because it incorporated the 
Dutch auction clock, which was familiar to the buyers.

Vakrat & Seidemann (2000) studied B2C online auctions and found that in this 

environment, 70% of the bidders sign in on the first half of the auction. Their study 

indicated that the initial bid is negatively correlated with the number of bidders per 

auction, while the number of units offered and the length of the auction correlates 

positively with the number of bidders per auction.

Bichler (2000a) points out that the development of electronic trading environments is 

not over yet: “The final outcomes of multi-attribute auctions are sensitive to the 

subject’s personal characteristics and the environment (e.g., the user interface design 

issues, decision support for bidders, etc.)”. Thus, new dimensions are added also into 
auction design and selection.

"8 As trade environments, Dutch flower auction is very close to double auction. The main difference is 
that the trades between the parties are made in sequences (one seller, many buyers), where as in double 
auction there are many sellers and buyers to be matched simultaneously.
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3.3 NegotiAuction, an electronic auction
In this section we provide a description of an electronic auction, Negotiauction. We 

follow closely the articles by Teich, Wallenius, Wallenius, & Zaitsev, the research 

group who has developed this electronic auctioning mechanism. The descriptions of 

the software and its underlying features and mechanisms, along with the terms, are 

from their papers.

One of the starting points for Negotiauction was to create an application to assist 

electronic procurement in reverse multiple-unit or multiple-issue trade-environments. 

Assistance for negotiators was seeked in locating mutually preferable settlements, and 

maximizing the total utility (bringing efficiencies that generate surplus for both the 

parties in the market), instead of just focusing on the price.

At the dawn of e-business, electronic catalogs were taught to be the most suitable 

applications for e-procurement. The sellers would post their merchandise in Internet 

catalogs, where buyers could find them using search agents. If a catalog standard 

would evolve, the buyers could compare the offers and find the most suitable one. 

However, creation of universal and mutually comparable catalogs is perhaps too 

complicated a task. One might also argue that it is impossible to create a catalog 

format that suits every situation.

Electronic catalogs comprise of fixed offers in the form of static list prices. Many 

companies are moving beyond simple price setting and online ordering to create 

entirely new electronic marketplaces. Negotiations and especially auctions are 

therefore promising applications of electronic commerce.

One of the starting points in designing Negotiauction was to overcome the problems 

with the electronic catalogs. Teich, Wallenius, Wallenius, & Zaitsev analyzed the 

problem the other way around. As a result, they created a flexible tool that allows the 

AO to define the problem attributes. It is the buyer herself, who knows best, which of 

the trade object attributes, as well as the attributes of a particular supplier, are the 

most relevant to her. This approach gives AO more control over the bidding process 

than is possible in traditional auctions: in Negotiauction AO may signal bid
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requirements to the bidders individually (ending in discriminative pricing). This will 

result in a preferred set of auction winners, which is believed to reduce the total 

transaction time and eliminate the necessity of holding subsequent negotiations with 

the set of winners. However, to be effective and useful, the parties must trust that the 
system is neutral.

Negotiauction uses an ascending price mechanism (descending in reverse auction), 

with characteristics of both sealed and open auction formats; in auction theory terms, 
the bids are ‘semi-sealed’29: The mechanism does not give the bidders further 

information over the current best bids, apart from the suggested bid-prices for each 

separately. Neither other bidders’ identities, nor their bids, are revealed. Semi-sealed 

bidding is said to reduce collusion, which is a big problem in auctioning. As the bids 

are sealed, it is not possible to detect who is breaking out from the collusion.

Due to price discrimination, the current best bid is not uniform for all bidders in 

Negotiauction. The bidders are informed, if their bids have been outbid, after which 

they may press the request price button to recalculate the bid price that would make 

their bid active. This feature gives some information regarding the competition, and 

so the bids are not given totally sealed; the bidders get to “feel” others’ valuations 

when they get outbid totally or partially. Thus, Negotiauction creates more 

transparency in the competition compared to closed auctions. Also posted info of 

AO’s preferences (e.g., discounts with 1 or more months of warranty) gives more 

info-input in Negotiauction than in other electronic or traditionally conducted 

auctions. Transparency is said to lead to efficiencies, and towards pareto-optimality. 

Transparency in the competition among the bidders is said to reduce the winners 

curse. However, this feature is mostly in association with the common value of the 
item case.

Even though the bidders “feel” other bids, they won’t know the competition their bids 

are in: the system won’t tell whether the bidder is bidding against the competitors, or 

simply trying to meet the reserve price of the AO. The system does not explicitly

29 Actually Negotiauction is a semi-dynamic auction: n-rounds (i.e. continuing) closed auction with 
sealed-bidding.
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identify a reservation price to bidders ahead of time, as such. This is consistent with 

normal procedures, for example, in English auctions (see Ashenfelter 1989). The 

question of incorporating more transparencies in the system is left to be answered in 

the future after systematic evaluation of the site. In Negotiauction, the AO is the only 

one who sees all bids from all bidders.

As was discussed earlier, AO gains if bids are given sealed in an MU environment 

with a discriminative pricing rule. This is, therefore, not the case with Negotiauction, 

as the bids are not given sealed in this sense. The bidders may improve their bids, 

which resembles open bidding. The bidders have incentive to stay in until their 

valuations are reached.

The first version of Negotiauction was designed to handle single good auctioning in 

case of multiple negotiable attributes/issues, or to allocate multiple quantities of 

homogenous goods, such as stocks (Teich et al. 1999a, 49-50). The same mechanisms 

have remained in the second version of the tool, yet some new features have been 

added.

From the AO’s point of view, the algorithm allows different reservation pricing for 

different quantity levels. On the bidders’ side, the mechanism allows partial final 

quantities. As a result, the multiple unit feature gives the AO possibility to include 

one or many sellers into the final deal (i.e. there may be many sub deals). Thus, in an 

auction run, bidders may be active, semi-active, or inactive: When auction is closed, a 

bidder with an active bid will win the full quantity of her bid, while a bidder with a 

semi-active bid will be awarded a partial quantity of his bid. An inactive bid indicates 

that the bidder has been outbid. Bidders are aware of the status their bids are in after 

the bids have been submitted, and with the help of the price suggesting mechanism, 

bidders know what bid they need to make to become active.

Further, in the second version of the software, the algorithm was extended to optimize 

over multiple-units along with multiple-issues at the same time. This was achieved 

through studying efficient and useful www-auction algorithms (involving MU/MI),
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and auction as well as negotiation theory. As conclusion, Teich et al. (2001b, 303) 

suggest that such a mechanism should have the following design features:

• The capability to deal with issues other than price and quantity

• The possibility to discriminate among bidders based on various attributes

• The potential to automate auctions through a prices suggestion mechanism to 

the bidders, based on all relevant considerations

• The possibility to incorporate a negotiation option

Therefore, as a result, Negotiauction procedure was designed to operate over two 

classes of ‘deal-definers’: the bidder attributes and the negotiable bid issues. With 

these elements, the AO may specify the relevant aspects to the negotiated issue, or the 

elements of the trade that are important to AO in other way.

Bidder attributes (BA) rank bidders on their corporate/govemment practices and the 

capability to deliver quality. Negotiated bid issues (NBI) are aspects besides price and 

quantity that will be included in the actual bid. NBI assign bidders’ bid prices to 

reflect the quality they provide. Besides these features, AO is able to explicitly set 
constraints to guide bidding/0

In Negotiauction, multiple dimensions are introduced into an auction, when, at the 

pre-auction phase, the AO assigns weights for the BA and NBI classes. The AO lets 

bidders to choose the product attribute levels (NBIs) themselves. These levels 

correspond to different utility levels. The weights, in turn, assign discounts to the 
price.

AO gives the bidders an incentive to reflect her preferences via the bids (and thus 

produce more utility satisfying products when winning), as the system calculates each 

bidder her price, which is derived from the BA and NBI dimensions. A bidder who 

provides higher overall utility to AO also gets the best price for her products.

“A design question concerning the operationalization of the NBIs and BAs that 

we had to address was how to apply the discounts and the bid premiums. We

j0 Examples include: restricting individual bidder quantities and limit levels of negotiable issues.
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decided that each NBI would have a discount for each level, whereas the BAs 

would not have a similar premium for each level. Instead, we would deal with the 

set of BAs holistically. In other words, we would take into consideration the 

overall ranking of the bidder, then set the bid premiums for each instead of giving 

them a penalty for how they scored on each BA separately. Time, accuracy, and 

the dependence of BAs all played a part in our initial decision. Perhaps with 

experience, in later versions of the system we will determine that it is better to 

treat BAs in the same manner we treat NBIs, or, give each Auction Owner the 

option to decide herself. " Teich et al. (2001b, 304)

The Negotiauction system also incorporates a negotiation possibility, which helps the 

parties to communicate with each other. This is useful particularly at the end of an 

auction, when zones of agreement may be found by including new issues in the 

negotiation. However, this feature is restricted to between AO and the bidders: no 

communication between the bidders is allowed, which might support collusion.

Negotiauction operates over three different modes of auction: Auto mode, Manual 

mode, and Pause mode. This feature “merges auctions and negotiations into a hybrid 

entity”. In auto mode the system suggests prices based on the reserve price or 

previous bids, NBI discounts, Bid Premiums, and the bid increment subject to 

constraints. Manual mode allows the AO to conduct one-on-one negotiations with any 

of the bidders during the auction. If they converge to a tentative agreement, that bid 

can then be thrown back to the auction where it may be again outbid, or, the auction 

owner can “lock-in” the bid, agreeing to accept the bid prior to close of the auction. 

Pause mode is used to place any or all the bidders “on hold” at any time during the 

auction. It could be used, for example, when a bidder or AO requests for direct 

negotiation.

Teich et al. discuss the NBIs in the auto mode: The AO has the option to apply 

discounts to preferred levels within an issue. Mutual preferential independence 

among NBIs is assumed. This allows assuming that price equivalents across NBIs are 

accurate because the AO’s underlying additive linear value function is implicitly used
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to decide on the equivalents. If this assumption is violated, constraints can be applied 
across NBIs to reduce this problem.

The main advantage of including NBIs in an auction is that pareto-optimal 

alternatives are now possible. If NBI discounts are applied accurately, the set of 

active bids (in auto mode) should be approximately pareto-optimal. Pareto-inferior 

bids could, however, emerge due to underlying constraints, manual mode bids, or bid 

premium discrimination. But, the fear among suppliers of “commoditization” of their 

products is reduced because they have the opportunity to stand out on the NBIs in 

their bids. The disadvantage of using NBIs and discounts in an auction procedure is 

that it takes time to set up the auction and think about and insert such discounts 

accurately. Teich et al. (2001, 304)

In MI, MU, sealed bids environments, the AO gets a great deal of information about 

the bidders’ valuations. This may be harmful for bidders, as the AO gets more 

bargaining power. Thus, it has to be considered if the bidding process should also be 

more sealed for the AO. However, one of the starting points in development of 

Negotiauction was to build in electronic assistance (and thus speed) for the 
negotiation process.

Reflecting Negotiauction over Schotter’s (1998, 208-238) criteria on new market 

mechanisms, and the categorization of information agents, we may see that this 

market environment is quite versatile and robust. Yet, Negotiauction does not 

incorporate information-display tools. Those might be useful, for example, in 

illustrating preference functions over NBI. Also, Negotiauction does not cover the 

requirements for a learning agent, although AO is able to load the previous auction 
settings.

Negotiauction also boosts flexibility in trading, as it allows bidders to accept partial 

deals, where a bidder stays active with a partial quantity on a specific price level. 

Electronic nature of Negotiauction also enables very fast tempos, as in the auto mode 

the algorithm calculates the best possible bids for the bidders.
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Efficiency is achieved also in this market environment in several ways: bidding in 

Negotiauction is co-operative and competitive at the same time. Bidding to win the 

auction between the bidders is competitive. Procurement auction aims at solving a 

problem, finding a solution to a need. In this sense, auctioning is simultaneously 

cooperative between the AO and a single bidder at a time. It is also competitive, as 

the parties are competing over the surplus or payoff.
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4 Feasibility study

Most of auction literature concentrates on examining the efficiency and the revenue 

generating properties of different auction formats. In auction theory, efficiency has 

been referred to merely reflecting the revenue. The narrow focus in the literature 

derives itself perhaps from disbelief in non-symmetric settings and fear of mixing 

subjectivity in formal procedures. For example Cramton (1998) suggests that in most 

practical settings, it is reasonable to restrict attention to auction formats that treat the 

bidders equally and do not rely on subjective information about valuations. He refers 

to setting reserve prices and bidder-specific handicaps.

Teich et al. disagree, implying that efficiency must be reverted to mean efficient 

allocation of merchandize reflecting its value (utility), not merely revenue. Applying 

discriminative pricing and incorporating multiple issues are the means of solving the 
problem.

For market design it is useful to study new institutions in the laboratory before 

introducing them in the field. Laboratory experimentation can facilitate the interplay 

between the evolution and modification of proposed new exchange institutions. 

Experimenters can use testing to understand and improve the features of new market 
mechanisms.

In this section we will give an overview of our experiments with Negotiauction held 

in fall 2001. We will address questions and issues raised by the experiments, 

concerning the feasibility of Negotiauction in procurement negotiation. We will first 

go through a qualitative or descriptive analysis and then report some statistical 
findings.
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4.1 Objectives and methodology

4.1.1 Objectives
Our objective in the experiments was to test Negotiauction in a laboratory setting and 

to report the results. The functionality of the system was also under examination. No 

comparisons to other auctions were made.

Our experimental goal is to extend the findings of Häkämies et al. (2000) to 

Negotiauction software. Häkämies et al. compared the performance of forward 

English clock auction and a web-based multiple-unit auction in case of multiple unit 

demand. The performance was judged by efficiency, seller’s or buyers’ profit. They 

were unable to find major differences in the performance of these auction 

mechanisms, and therefore, suggest that the decision whether to use traditional or 

web-based auction mechanism should be based on other criteria. Such criteria could 

be, for example, volume of trade generated, ease of access, and ease of use.

Our primal research issues were set according to figure 4.1: It firstly illustrates the 

four phases of procurement negotiation, one of which is bidding. Selecting the most 

suitable method to facilitate the bidding requires comparisons between candidate 

systems. In this text we focus on auctions and frame out these comparisons. As 

mentioned, we intend to extend the findings of Häkämies et al. and proceed 

examining the suitability of Negotiauction’s unique features. These are marked by 

white question marks on black ellipses in the figure.

Thus, the starting point of this study is a belief that Negotiauction may be used for 

automating the bidding process of complicated and time-consuming procurement 

negotiations. We assume that Negotiauction is more flexible than simpler auction 

formats, since it allows multiple units and issues to be incorporated. The attributes of 

the issues are priced out to reflect importance in negotiation. We are interested to see 

if the level of competition and/or explicitly stated preferences affect the outcome of 

the auction. Our experiments are conducted as reverse auctions with discriminative 

pricing, constituting of multi-unit supply/demand and bidders with independent 

private-values.
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Figure 4.1 The description of the research problem

Procurement negotiation

Climate-setting
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Bidding
Post settlement
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Auctions Other methods
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Additional Issues

No weights WeightWeights/Discounts

4.1.2 Methodology
Since this study is a laboratory experiment, we wrote a hypothetical story describing 

the environment where the procurement would take place. The bidders were given 

their production capacities and costs. There were a total of five different hypothetical 

“bidder personalities”. All the bidders were emphasized that this deal to be auctioned 

was very important to the representative hypothetic party. In order to help the bidders 

act more realistically, a spreadsheet was designed containing all relevant information 

needed in bidding. The bidders could use it in calculating their profits for the bids.

From an experimental point of view, the spreadsheets enabled bidders to act 

rationally since they reflected the environment the bidders were facing. The setting 

was realistic because bidders were provided with different production possibilities 

and cost structures. From analysis point of view, the spreadsheets enabled 

comparisons between bidders’ behavior, and studying the efficiencies gained.

In our study we focused on bidders’ profit per maximum possible profit for each 

individual bidder. We did not try to elicit bidders’ or AO’s preference functions in
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advance and compare the results of our experiments with them (in order to check if 

the Negotiauction format is efficient in fulfilling the mutual preferences of bidders’ 

and AO’s). We bypass this process because it is not possible to check if obtained 

preference functions really correspond to actual preferences.

4.1.3 Hypotheses
To investigate the performance and feasibility of Negotiauction in procurement 

negotiation, we set the hypotheses listed below. The first two hypotheses test if the 

mechanism works normally; as intuition and general empirical evidence suggests. 

The last two refer to the important question: how does the new features of 

Negotiauction contribute to the auction outcome?

Hypothesis 1: Ho: Increased competition31 does not affect the total cost to 

buyer

Ha: Increased competition lowers the cost to buyer

Hypothesis 2: Ho: Increased competition does not affect the contribution 
margin ratio"2 derived by the bidders 

Ha: Increased competition reduces the bidders’ derived 

contribution margin ratio

Hypothesis 3: Ho: Providing AO’s preference data via NBI/BA does not 

affect the total cost to buyer 

Ha: Preference information affects the cost to buyer

Hypothesis 4: Ho: Providing AO’s preference data via NBI/BA does not 

affect the contribution margin ratio derived by the 

bidders

Ha: Preference information affects the bidders’ derived 

contribution margin ratio

jl That is: more bidders in similar auction
j2 Derived margin per maximum possible margin for each bidder separately. Since the bidders had 
different overhead costs the maxima are different for each bidder.

t
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These hypotheses are tested later in the text. We first begin with detailed illustrations 

of the experiments and discuss the feasibility of Negotiauction in procurement 
negotiation.

4.2 Design of the experiments

4.2.1 The test subjects
The goal of the experiments was to test or simulate the outcomes of different settings 

with multiple units and multiple issues (MU/MI) auction format. The system was 

analyzed in a procurement environment. This environment is quite specific and thus 
we had to be careful in choosing the test subjects.

Laboratory settings in social sciences are problematic for they often lack realism. A 

problem is that the test subjects do not often have the knowledge needed to reflect a 

specific situation. However, as we wanted to study a new tool, we decided to work 

with students, who are often quite flexible with new ways of doing things. Students 

are also potential members of the population of interest, since university students 

represent a significant portion of all Internet users (see e.g. Bapna et al., 2000).

In order to improve the validity of the experiment as a whole, we chose students of 

the Helsinki School of Economics with the best possible understanding of the overall 

environment in use. We were able to gather two groups of potential representatives of 

the population of interest: The first group consisted of 15 students, all 4th and 5th year 

MSc. students of the Helsinki School of Economics, majoring in Management 

Science, Information Technology, Economics, and International Business. The 

second group consisted of eight MBA students on an advanced e-commerce course, 

who presumably were more familiar with the practices of procurement in companies. 

The second group brought the needed validity into the experiments, but the first group 
was equally important for the experiment as a whole.

The motivation issues had to be solved: Induced-value theory suggests three 

conditions that must be considered in experiments: subject’s preference monotonicity, 
salience, and dominance. Monotonicity refers to bidders’ monotonie utility function:
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“subjects must prefer more reward medium to less, and not become satiated.” 

Salience concerns the relation between bidder’s actions and the reward (especially the 

‘marginal profit’). Subjects must understand this relation. Dominance implies that the 

utility derived dominates other influences. (Friedman & Sunder, 1994)

Therefore, we first designed control over subjects’ (or agents’, or bidders’) 

performance through a reward system where subjects’ rewards were tied to 
performance in the experiment (percentage from total of 250 FIMj3). However, as the 

sum total was quite modest - perhaps too modest to play a real role as motivator - we 

dropped the reward system in the second experiment.

Generally speaking, subjects’ utility towards the reward may be assumed to derive 

partially positively. The behavior tied reward is salient, as payment delta is large 

enough to ensure the desired behavior. As the auction format was sealed, AO was the 

only one to know all the subjects’ final rewards - every single subject knew their own 

reward but could not estimate others’ rewards.

Incentive to bid with similar “force” throughout the study may be enforced via telling 

the subjects that some random device is used to specify which of the rounds 

(assuming many rounds are conducted) is used to assign the rewards. However, in the 

first experiment we calculated the rewards using the total utility derived, and we feel 

this was equally effective.

4.2.2 The environment
We created a hypothetic situation, where a major player in the construction business 

wanted to buy 10,000 firesides via MU&MI auction. Several bidders were invited to 

bid in the auction. The subjects were given case descriptions (five altogether), which 

specified the production capacity and the costs of the “firm” the subject was 
representing.

In Negotiauction terms, former business relationship and delivery time were both 
treated as Bidder Attributes. Those important issues to AO are not dimensions of the 

merchandise negotiated, but rather dimensions linked to the suppliers.

33 FIM = €0,168
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Since AO wanted to diminish the supplier related risk, she firstly constrained the 

maximum quantity to 6,666 units per supplier. Former business relationship was set 

to limit the supply maximum further: those bidders that had not had prior business 
relationship with the AO, could only bid up to 4,000 units. Business relationship was 

also given a weight/discount that would affect bid price.

The delivery time did not affect the maximum bid quantity available for a bidder but 

was, similarly as former relationship with AO, given a weight affecting the price. To 

sum up, in table 4.1 the negotiated bid issues and bidder attributes are shown.

Table 4.1 NBI/BA set for each bidder

Bidder 1 Bidder 2 Bidder 3 Bidder 4 Bidder 5
Previous Business relationship Yes No No Yes No

Delivery time (days) 10 25 15 10 15
Size AH All All All All

Material Stone Synthetic Brick All All
Quality A C A and В В A and В

No. of workers 76 36 46 56 56

In the experiment run, where the preference data was announced to the bidders, also 

price premiums were attached to size and quality level. Material did not have any 

kind of discount factor, so the differences in its outcomes are not investigated. The 
unit discounts were:
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Table 4.2 NBI/BA discounts

Bidder Attributes Discount NBIs Discount

Previous Business Relationship: Material: No disc.

Yes 100

No 0 Size:
Small 150

Time of Delivery: Mid 50

Less than two weeks 200 Large 0

2-4 weeks 50
more than 4 weeks 0 Quality Level:

A 150
В 50
C 0

Thus combining tables 4.1 and 4.2, it is possible to derive the following descending 

‘bidding power’ -order for the bidder personalities: 1-4-5-3-2.

Each auction in the first experiment lasted 24 hours. Long time frame enabled the 

participants to choose the most suitable time and place they would make their bids. 
This was vital also for the study, since this way we could study different settings'’4 

without the need of having the subject in a specific place and time. This possibility 

was also one reason for using laboratory settings: they enable exploration of many 

settings with the same subjects - and thus more accurate generalizations can be made.

In the first experiments, the subjects formed a large group but were also divided into 

three small groups. We ran four different auction settings in two frameworks 

(altogether 8 auctions). Experiments were carried out in the following order:

No preference data given (i.e. the NBI/BA weights were set to zero)

1) Three small groups (Takka 1000, 2000, and 3000)

2) One large group (Tulisija 10)

Given preference data (the NBI/BA discounts were incorporated to model AO’s 

preferences)

34 Namely, the effects of increased competition and preference information on total cost to AO and 
profit per maximum profit for successful bidders.
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3) Three small groups (Preferenssi 1,2, and 3)

4) One large group (Finaali)

The bidders were throughout the auctions on auto mode. The settings in the first 

experiment were good in the research sense: the auction schedule was progressive in 
given data and also in competition.

The second experiment was held in a computer classroom. The total time available 

for the experiment was very limited (but we feel it was enough), and this way we 

could better advise the subjects about the functional features of the system. Subjects 

had one hour to read the instructions, to become accustomed in the system, and to bid 

in the auctions. The time was divided evenly. Two simultaneous auctions were run 

with four bidders in each. These two different settings regarding the preference data 
was a good basis for the analysis35:

1. Auction FS 1000: represented Vz of the group (4 bidders) - bidders were on 

auto bid, until in the end they were put on manual mode, where they were 

allowed to make one last bid. The bidders were given the preference data and 
discounts were attached.

2. Auction FS 2000: represented Vz of the group (4 bidders) - bidders were on 

auto bid, until in the end they were put on manual mode, where they were 

allowed to make one last bid. The bidders were not given the preference data 
and discounts were not attached.

The only problem in both of our experimental settings was that the bidders lacked the 

incentive to bid aggressively. The first bids tell the participants which level of 

competition they face; at least after viewing their bid status changes over time. The 

bidders actually do not have an incentive to bid aggressively (in a type of auction 

where the closing time is specified in advance) in either case, intensive or unintensive 

competition, when only the last bids are meaningful. There is no need to make bids 

and reduce the probability of gaining profits. This forces the AO to set the constraints

We did consider also other settings, but since the time was limited, these seemed to provide the best 
data.
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and discounts very carefully, and set the starting price very close to the market price. 

The question is, how hard is it to the AO to transform her preferences to properly 

correspond to bonus/discounts on the BAs and NBIs? Perhaps some kind of conjoint 

analysis tools could be helpful here.

4.3 Qualitative evaluation of Negotiauction — a feasibility 

study
In this section we address the important question of the feasibility of Negotiauction in 

procurement negotiation. We discuss the relevant aspects and analyze Negotiauction 

from those points of views. Some operational findings are also reported.

As a procurement process is often very complicated and time consuming, it seems 

clear that some systems to aid the process would be desired. The question is: what are 

the critical features of a system that could be used for evaluation of potential 

outcomes?

One of the most important features is perhaps the ability to simplify the process 

without losing too much information. In other words, the procurement process itself 

should become more flexible and easier to handle. Also fairness of system is a crucial 

aspect, as is its ability to prevent collusions. (See e.g. Schotter 1998)

4.3.1 Simplicity
Simplicity of a system has two components: its logical and functional simplicity. The 

logical structure of Negotiauction was illustrated in a previous section, and therefore 

we address only its functionality here.

The interface of Negotiauction is very easy to comprehend. It is composed of two 

parts: upper window is the auction; the other is message board that indicates the 

changes in auctions (see figure 4.2). One may slide the message board down and 

concentrate on the auction at hand.

Figure 4.3 illustrates an auction status window for the AO. Below the logo, there are 

two levels of navigation buttons, and below them the basic information of the current
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auction is given. Detailed bid-information is shown as a list. The AO manages the 

auctions through few buttons: creates new auctions, deals with the bidders, and 
assigns the NBI/BA attributes and weights.

Figure 4.2 The main window Figure 4.3 The auction bids window

The complexity of an auction setting depends naturally also on the number of the 

issues and their attributes. One may assign as many NBI/BA as one wants, but 

keeping NBIs below ten ensures good usability. Using too many negotiated issues 
may weaken the comprehension of the situation.

Also placing bids is very simple: a bidder places bids as combinations of quantity and 

price. NBI attributes have been ‘priced out’. Furthermore, when bidding in auto 

mode, the bidder does not have to specify any bid price when using the request price 

feature of this window. Similar main windows are shown to bidders but they may 
view only the status of their own bids.

Thus, it can be said that although the system handles very complicated settings, it has 

a very simple user interface. No mistakes are likely to be made. If one wants to run an 

auction with a complex NBI/BA structure, one could also consider cutting the process 
into smaller pieces.

4.3.2 Fairness
Schotter (1998, 212) defines fairness as a synonym for strategic symmetricy: “any 

strategy available to one side of the market has a comparable strategy available to the
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other side. In addition, each side has strategies that affect the payoff function in an 

equivalent manner, given the action of others.”

In this sense Negotiauction is not fair, as is not any auction with discriminative 

pricing. However, we feel that this kind of fairness is not necessarily needed: this way 

the AO just posts her preferences, which are usually implicit in negotiations. The case 

would be different if one party would have a veto.

The issue of fairness comprises also the issue of trust. To gain popularity an auction 

must be trusted by all parties. This leads us to two questions: the AO’s person, and 

the location of the server.

It is clear that AO has quite large power in this kind of process. The bidders see only 

their own bids and they cannot be sure the AO is not affecting the prices by joining in 

the auction herself, especially when AO is an active party of bargaining and not just a 

mediator. One solution could be to separate the active bidding parties and the AO. 

This would make AO an auction facilitator and negotiation mediator. Another 

solution would be to give the bidders an access to the bids list after the auction has 

closed. This way they could be sure that no illegal or unfair moves were made during 

the auction run.

The other important question is where to locate the server since its maintenance is 

costly and time consuming. There are a few candidates: AO’s own server, AO’s 

Internet service provider’s server (where it is similarly accessible to AO), or on a 

third party’s server. A third party, if it were a recognized player in the field, would 

perhaps be the most trusted one.

Negotiauction is flexible with respect to both these questions: as it is a software 

package that operates over the Internet, it may be installed and placed in any desired 

location. Since it collects the bids list, it is possible to control afterwards that no 

illegal bidding occured.
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4.3.3 Flexibility
For discussion purposes, we define flexibility as the system’s usefulness and 

usability: On macro level, a flexible system is useful in various situations. Flexibility 

in a system also intensifies its micro level usability. A flexible system is more likely 
to gain popularity, particularly together with fairness.

The most important features of flexibility in bidding include: connectivity^6, 

capability to handle the problem, speed, decision support, and presenting.

As Negotiauction operates solely over the Internet, it is not tied to one place or 

device. This may be argued to boost connectivity. It was also a central feature in our 

first experiment since the process lasted altogether four days. Connectivity in 

Negotiauction proved to be working properly.

Usefulness in connectivity could be seen as enabling processes like this, while 

usability could be thought as possibility to connect where and when one wants to. 

Communication in the manual mode is also one dimension of this issue. One more 

level of connectivity may be defined via ability to mediate negotiations between the 

parties. The mediating usefulness of Negotiauction shows in its operations used 

instead of direct face-to-face negotiation. The parties may give bids sealed but still 

dynamically, without the fear of revealing faces (or BATNA) too early. This way it is 

most likely to end up with settlements that would be impossible bidding directly.

Operational flexibility is the usefulness of the operations of a system. It involves 

systems capability in handling each problem - its versatility to respond to a problem’s 

dimensions or needs. An example of operational usability would be the flexibility to 
modify the system dynamically.

In Negotiauction, operational flexibility or usefulness materializes in its MU/MI 

features. AO may bring all the relevant issues of the negotiation into bidding. 

Operational usability shows in its ability to change modes (e.g. from auto mode to 
manual mode, when required).

j6 Good connectivity liberates the parties from time and place while sustaining the connection between 
them.
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Speed is also a dimension of system’s operational flexibility. Usefulness in speed is 

realized as easiness of use in various settings. Usability of speed is realized, for 

example, via template auctions, which may be used when similar auction is run more 

than once. Request price feature, where the algorithm calculates every current best 

bid, is also an example of usability flexibility of Negotiauction. This may also be seen 

as usefulness aspect of decision support flexibility.

Presenting is the last on our list of important flexibilities of procurement. Ability to 

present merchandise is problematic in electronic applications, since the buyer cannot 

inspect the product or service directly. Therefore, this is a feature that is still not 

included in Negotiauction. However, electronic applications become useful when one 

does not necessarily need to see the merchandise in advance. If the product or service 

is composed of standard elements this kind of inspection is not needed. On the other 

hand if the parties are known, reclamations later on are possible.

4.3.4 Problematic issues of procurement auctions
We will next discuss three problematic issues concerning procurement auctioning. 

The first one, weighting NBI/BA, is a unique feature of Negotiauction; the last two, 

price delta and closing, are common for all auctions.

43.4.1 Assigning weights to NBI/BA - stating the preferences
Negotiauction enables the AO to incorporate other issues besides price and quantity 

into bidding. However, the use of multiple issues introduces new dimensions that 

have to be ordered. Thus, one has to consider her preferences and even quantifying 

and pricing them out.

In Negotiauction, the AO reflects her utility function by weighting the NBI/BA. This 

may be quite simple when there are just few issues to be weighted, but as the 

dimensions grow in number, the task becomes perhaps too difficult to accomplish 

without any decision aid.

In this study we do not address this question. Instead, in our experiments we assumed 

that the preferences were assigned properly, i.e. they reflected AO’s true preferences.
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4.3.4.2 Initial price level, price delta and closing time

Two important issues concern the bid flow function: the initial price (starting price 

level) and the size of price delta (the price step for bids). The initial price should be 
considered carefully since in the case of low supply/demand ratio (in reverse auction), 

the bidders gain powerful position in negotiation. The total cost to buyer may remain 

very high. This question also connects to the question of price delta. A small price 

delta derives lower expected value of closing price than a high price delta. It also 

leads to large number of consecutive bids when the opening price is set too high. This 

might be undesirable, since it is time consuming. Clearly, expected value is a function 

of price delta and it may be optimized for an auction (see e.g. Bapna et al., 2001).

Negotiauction allows AO to set single price delta that is used throughout the auction. 

It could be perhaps worth considering a rule for this step also: in the beginning the 

price delta could be larger and diminishing until some point.

Auction closing time is an important issue that must be considered. It is a major issue 

since it affects the bidding strategies and the total cost to buyer. Closing time may be 
specified in advance, or it can be flexible.

Auctions with a specific closing time share a common problem: the last given bid 

wins the deal. The bidder with very fast connection has higher probability of winning. 

Since we are analyzing the operational features of Negotiauction we might ask, is this 
ruling fair in bargaining, i.e. does it attract users?

There are three possible solutions for this problem. First being that in the end all 

bidders would be placed on manual mode, and one final bid would be allowed. This 

resembles closed bidding, and reduces the auction transparency in the end.

The second solution is quite common in online auctions: an auto-continue system in 

the end. This means that the auction’s closing time is moved by, for example, 5 

minutes with every last bid. The problem in this ruling is that the participants may 

have to stay connected for a long time. Also, in case of complex negotiations, bidders 

should be able to use some decision aid since there is only 5 minutes to make 
competing bids.
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The third solution would be an auto-bidding system, which would bid automatically 

up to a certain point on behalf of the bidder. Intuitively, this kind of mechanism 

sounds very attractive.

In our first experiment, we were hoping that 24 hours would be long enough for the 

subjects to make several bids. In other words, we hoped that the prices would have 

come tumbling down from the quite high initial price level. This issue also relates to 

the question of how large the price delta should be.

One might ask whether it is realistic to expect the subjects (willingly) to be available 

(logged in) the last minute at the end of an auction. Arguments may be stated in favor 

and against. If the auction is very important and not frequent, it is perhaps possible to 

expect this kind of behavior, but it surely creates problems in more regular 

procurement functions. Also, if the bidders are located around the globe, a specific 

closing time is better for some, and for some it is worse or even impossible due to 

different time zones.

In the first experiment we tried to overcome this problem by allowing bidders one 

final bid in two hours time after the auction was formally closed. The bidders were 

given a possibility to stay in auto mode for the sake of easiness to make bids in this 

mode. However, also in this ruling, the problem of “the late bird catches the worm” 

exists.

We used the first solution in our second experiment: bidders would bid for 15 minutes 

and then they were put on manual mode for 5 minutes. The bidders could not use the 

request price feature, neither were the bids registered in the system at once like in the 

auto mode. Bidders would have to give one last bid ‘blindly’ and then the AO would 

compare them and choose, which of the final bids would be activated. This type of 

auction is also called Japanese auction; it does not endanger the ‘faces’ of the bidders. 
In a Japanese auction, the AO chooses perhaps three best candidates from an auction 

and then proceeds with normal negotiations with these bidders.

It can be said that this solution suited our setting nicely. It could have been possible to 

extend the last phase and take advantage of Negotiauction’s negotiation feature. The
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bidders could have negotiated manually with the AO sending messages and making 

final adjustments. However, the negotiation feature was not under examination in this 
study.

From procurement’s point of view, auctioning with a flexible closing time favors the 

AO. The more bids are stated the better the price gets. However, a possibility to use 

the negotiation option in the end might be more attractive for some bidders.

4.4 The auction data analysis

In this section we make some analysis of the data gathered from the experimental 

auctions. Since we had very few auctions in the study as a whole, we provide mostly 

a qualitative and descriptive analysis of the important new features of Negotiauction.

In our analysis we study the auction settings separately but also combine and compare 

the experiments. Although the total time for auctioning in the two experiments was 

different (24 hours vs. 20 minutes), the number of bids made was approximately the 

same in both auctions. The second experiment was more intensive. Therefore, we feel 
it is possible to make combined analysis of the experiments.

Before proceeding to the findings, some points of the bidding quantities must be 

made clear: In the settings we used a restriction on maximum possible quantity for a 

bidder. The AO wanted to reduce the risk of supply uncertainties by splitting the risk 

between several bidders via restricting the total quantity for one bidder to two thirds 
of the total demand/7 The total quantity for each bidder depended also upon the 

previous relationship with the AO. Bidders who had had previous relation could bid 

up to this maximum, but the bidders who had no previous relationship with the AO 

could bid only up to 4000 units. Furthermore, the hypothetic production capacities 

restricted the maximum bid quantity, and finally bidder’s profit optimisation could 
lead to even smaller quantities.

37 Since the quantity delta was 20 units, this led to maximum quantity of 6660 for one bidder.
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4.4.1 Analysis of the cost to the AO
Since AO was willing to pay more for some aspects of the deal (NBI/BA premiums), 

bidders who had preferred BA and offered preferred NBI, gained advantage in 

negotiation with respect to other bidders. It is believed that this feature leads to better 

solutions than more basic auction mechanisms: by willingness to pay a premium price 
for some qualities, the buyer (the AO) increases some bidders’ probability to win38. 

This is because they gain a buffer in valuation with respect to the bidders that do not 

offer the qualities AO requests the most. Thus these bidders may stay longer in 

bidding without fear of loss. On the other hand, if producing some of the NBI is more 

expensive, compensating with price premiums makes the bidders more equal in the 

auction.

Later on we compare the closing prices in auctions with and without NBI/BA 

premiums: then, one may quite expectedly see that the prices in the auctions with 

price premiums are higher. This easily leads to a conclusion that NBI/BA premiums 

simply raise the price and give the surplus to the winning bidders. However, this is 

not necessarily the case since we are comparing auctions that have different domains 

of price. Therefore, in order to be able to compare the settings we calculate, for every 

bid, a figure that is called a working price. It is obtained as follows:

Working Price = Actual Price - (BA premium + NBI premium)

When the winning bids are recalculated in this fashion, it is possible to see the 

reduction in the price from the bidders reservation price. If attaching NBI/BA lowers 

the price, we may conclude that the gained surplus has been split between the AO and 

the bidders.

Thus, for the purposes of studying the effect of NBI/BA premiums in the auctions in 

the next sections, we calculate the following key figures:

Total working price: This figure is obtained by multiplying each bid's 

working unit price by the bid quantity.

,8 AO actually gains surplus by giving those bidders this advantage
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- Average working price per unit: this figure is an average of the working prices 
in an auction

- Total cost to buyer, the price the AO must pay for the total quantity demanded 
in an auction (i.e. including the possible premiums).

These figures inform us about the average reduction in price from the bidders 

reservation price. Results of the auctions are shown in table 4.3 and figure 4.4.

Table 4.3 Different figures for cost to the buyer in the auctions

Takka 1000 Takka 2000 Takka 3000 Tulisija
Total working price 

Average working price per unit 
Total cost to buyer

486 420 000 mk
48 667 mk 

486 420 000 mk

417 000 000 mk
50 000 mk

417 000 000 mk

485 220 000 mk
48 667 mk 

485 220 000 mk

360 080 000 mk 
36 000 mk 

360 080 000 mk

Preferenssi 1 Preferenssi 2 Preferenssi 3 Finaali
Total working price 

Average working price per unit 
Total cost to buyer

490 518 000 mk
48 967 mk 

493 230 000 mk

496 917 000 mk
49 940 mk

501 827 000 mk

479 671 000 mk
48 600 mk 

482 646 000 mk

382124 000 mk 
38 167 mk 

387 135 000 mk

FS 1000* FS 2000*
Total working price 

Average working price per unit 
Total cost to buyer

71 700 000 mk
7 733 mk

75 400 000 mk

408 862 560 mk
44 529 mk

410 867 560 mk

* FS 1000 (given preference data), FS 2000 (no preference data)

In figure 4.4 average working prices per unit in the different phases of experiments 

are grouped into four groups of which three first represents the small auctions, and 
fourth represent the large auctions:

- Blue (or leftmost) pillars represent the auctions without NBI/BA premiums in 
first experiment

- Red pillars (second from left) represent the auctions where the NBI/BA 

premiums were attached in the first experiment

Yellow pillars (third from left) represent auctions in the second experiment

- Green pillars (rightmost) represent the theoretical most preferred auctions.
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Figure 4.4: Average working prices per unit

Average working prices per unit in the auctions

60 000 mk

50 000 mk

40 000 mk

20 000 mk

10 000 mk 7

The preferences in green pillars are calculated from the second round of the first 

experiment (when the NBI/BA were attached). They reflect the prices that would 

have been bid if the quality levels in the bids had been according to the most 

preferred. Thus, these are theoretical pillars, and are used for qualitative comparison 

purposes only.

In the second experiment we suffered from an outlier, which can be seen from the 

figure 4.4 Therefore, we will leave this auction from further analysis. Looking more 

closely on the average working prices in the figure, we notice that auctions clearly 

follow the most preferred auction quite closely. The differences are rather small and 

so we may not state anything about differences in outcomes or deviations from the 

optimum. It is very interesting to see that the average working prices per unit follow 

each other quite similarly from one setting to another in the first experiment. But why 

the average working price in the FS 2000 is so different? This may be due to different 

bidding habits between the groups. It may also be due to a small change in the setting: 

we used manual mode in the end of the second experiment, and also the BA 

premiums were attached. Another question is, whether the premiums were assigned 

properly. Indeed it seems that they were too modest in all these auctions.
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4.4.2 The effect of NBA/BA premiums

To study the effect of NBA/BA premiums, we use small auctions of the 1st auction 

since they presumably give the most accurate information for this effect39. We also 

compare them with the theoretical most-preferred-qualities auctions. From these 

auctions we calculate average figures shown in table 4.4 and figures 4.5 and 4.6.

Total working price on average remains slightly higher when the NBI/BA premiums 

were assigned. However, since in some auctions the whole demand was not met, the 

average unit price differs from the total average price, and the average working price 

per unit is a better indicator. These outcomes of different settings are quiet close to 

each other. Using the NBI/BA premiums do not raise the working prices per se but 

the AO attains qualities she aspires, and has to pay a premium for them.

Table 4.4 The effect of NBI/BA for the total cost to buyer in the 1st experiment

__ NO YES_______ Most preferred

Total working price 437 180 000 mk 462 307 500 mk 381 135 000 mk
Average working price per unit 45 833 mk 46 418 mk 37 983 mk

Total cost to buyer 437 180 000 mk 468 209 500 mk 387 135 000 mk

Figures 4.5 and 4.6: The effect of NBI/BA

NBI/BA assigned in the first experiment in average

480 000 000 mk 

460 000 000 mk 

440 000 000 mk 
I 420 000 000 mk 

I 400 000 000 mk 

I 380 000 000 mk 

! 360 000 000 mk 

I 340 000 000 mk 

! 320 000 000 mk 
! 300 000 000 mk

Average working price per unit 
and NBI/BA

48 000 mk 

46 000 mk 

44 000 mk 

42 000 mk 

40 000 mk 

38 000 mk 

36 000 mk 

34 000 mk 

32 000 mk 

30 000 mk

■;
j*

IHI
¡i____ i i

Average working price per unit

j О NO Ш YES □ Most preferred

Same subjects bidding with different settings.
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4.4.3 The effect of competition
We may aggregate the data a little more and use all the suitable information obtained 

from the experiments. Studying the effect of competition level, we compare the 

average prices in small and large auctions. As was mentioned in the previous section, 

small auctions consisted of five bidders in the first experiment, and four bidders in the 

second experiment. Large auctions consisted of 15 bidders and such auctions we had 

only in the first experiment.

The key figures are shown in table 4.5. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 illustrate them 

additionally.40 Large auctions seem to have generated a much lower total cost to 

buyer. Still we may not state that this is generally true because we had very few 

observations available. However, intuition and general empirical findings support this 

suggestion.

Table 4.5 The effect of competition in the total cost to buyer

Small auctions 
on average

Most preferred 
small

Large auctions 
on average

Most preferred 
^art^

Total working price 466 372 651 mk 486 567 667 mk 371 102 000 mk 381 135 000 mk
Average working pnce per unit 48 481 mk 48 833 mk 37 083 mk 37 983 mk

Total cost to buyer 468 172 937 mk 492 567 667 mk 373 607 500 mk 387 135 000 mk

Figures 4.7and4.8: Average prices in small and large compared to the most 

preferred auctions

Average prices in small and large compared to the 
most preferred auctions

520 000 000 mk -i-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
500 000 000 mk 
480 000 000 mk 
460 000 000 mk 
440 000 000 mk 
420 000 000 mk 
400 000 000 mk 
380 000 000 mk 
360 000 000 mk 
340 000 000 mk 
320 000 000 mk 
300 000000 mk

Total working price Total cost to buyer
□ Average of small auctions 
Ш Average of large auctions

□ Most preferred small
□ Most preferred large

Average prices in small and large 
compared to the most preferred auctions

50 000 mk- 
48 000 mk •

Average working price per unit
□ Average of small auctions □ Most preferred small 
■ Average of large auctions □ Most preferred Ian

40 We used the winning bids of the second round of the first experiment, assigning the most preferred 
outcomes and calculating the working prices, to obtain the price figures for the most preferred 
outcomes.
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The auctions in the experiment generated average working prices that are very close 

to the most preferred average working prices. In both cases, the small and the large 

auctions, the price was lower than the most preferred solution would suggest.

Figure 4.9 shows also an interesting feature. Here competition is pictured together 

with the total working prices. Competition is illustrated as the number of bidders that 

made bids in the auctions. It was interesting to observe that the bidders in the first 

experiment seem to have bypassed some phases but been active in other. This perhaps 

reflects the real life, but also might be due to too modest incentive. However, since 

the auctions performed similarly overall, we assume this did not affect the auctions or 

the findings. In figure 4.9, ignoring the outlier, we may see the strong relationship of 

competition and average working price per unit: auctions with more bidders resulted 
in lower average prices.

Figure 4.9 Average working price per unit vs. number of bidders

Average working price per unit vs. Number of bidders

T.**»1000 Tl*»2000 TS*»3000 tvUSy^EPEHS^pgeeNSSI^pESSSl3 PSA*1-1 FS'»00 fS2°°°

В Number of bidders that made bids E3 Average working price per unit

Another way of looking at the same effect is illustrated in table 4.6 and figure 4.10. 

These also seem to support common sense. Simple correlation between the price and 

the number of bidders is -.88, implying a high negative relation. The F test for the 

significance of the regression slope gives p value of .002. Further, since r2 is .77, 

which indicates that the regression line explains nearly 80% of the total variation, we 

may conclude that as empirical findings suggest, the number of bidders reduce the 
price significantly.
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Table 4.6 and Figure 4.10: Closing price vs. number of bidders

Average working price Number of bidders 
^ger>unit^^^haUriade bid£

Takka 1000 48,7 4
Takka 2000 50,0 2
Takka 3000 48,7 4

TUUSUA10 36Л 9
PREFERENSS11 49 Д 5
PREFERENSSI 2 49 Д 3
PREFERENSSI 3 48,6 3

FINAALI 38Д 13
FS 2000 449 4
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Using the Wilcoxon rank sum test, we find evidence of significant differences in the 

medians of average working prices per unit in small and large auctions. This gives 

even more support to the argument that the total closing prices differ in small and 

large auctions. We may now argue with significant confidence (.02 level) that smaller 

auctions end with higher price. Applying t-test for differences in two means, we find 

lower tail p value of .000001, indicating that larger auctions have lower mean price 

and that it is statistically extremely significant. However, even though these tests 

support common sense one has to be cautious with this finding: there were just two 

observations of larger auctions.

4.4.4 Profit to bidders
Next we will consider the experiments from the bidders point of view. We approach 

this by calculating the bidders success ratio in bidding, which are shown in table 4.7 

It is the winning bidders profit gained in bidding per the maximum possible profit for 

each individual bidder.

As can be seen from the table, bidders performed well in small auctions of the first 

experiment. Increased competition in large auctions led to lower success ratios in 

gained profit as may be easily intuitively understood. Also, clearly the bidders in the 

second experiment performed poorly.41 This might be due to use of manual mode at

41 The ratio in second experiment consists only the auction without the outlier.
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the end, or reflect different bidding strategies. One explanation might also be the 
slightly different setting42 in the second experiment.

Table 4.7 The bidders success ratio in bidding in the experiments
Profit per maximum

profit ratio
First experiment Second experiment

Small auctions 80% 49%
Large auctions 58% NA

Table 4.8 shows the average effect of premiums on profit per maximum profit ratio in 

the auctions when the large and small are combined. In the first experiment attaching 

the premiums seems to have lowered the ratio. Figure for second experiment is the 
same as in previous table.

Table 4.8 The effect of NBI/BA in the bidders success ratio in bidding in the 
experiments

Profit per maximum profit ratio First experiment
Second

experiment

No Premiums 80%

Only BA premiums attached 49%

NBI and BA premiums attached 69%

Finally, table 4.9 combines the previous tables and gives average ratio figures of the 

effect of NBI/BA and competition. Small auctions are best from the bidders point of 

view. Interestingly the difference of using the premiums compared to not using them 

is quite modest. Since using the premiums is preferred from the AO’s point of view, 

and it is not a major issue for the bidders in performance success sense, we might 

conclude that using the premiums is a preferred action in overall in small auctions. 

The case seems to be different in large auctions. However, we must be particularly 

cautious in making any such statements derived from this experiment since we had a 
small number of auctions in total.

42 The BA was weighted in both auctions.
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Table 4.9 The effect of NBI/BA and competition in the bidders success ratio in 

bidding in the experiments

Profit per maximum profit ratio No Premiums
Only BA

premiums

NBI and BA

premiums attached

Small auctions in 1st experiment 84% - 77%
Large auctions in 1st experiment 68% - 33%

Small auctions in 2nd experiment - 49% -

4.4.5 Allocation of goods
It has been discussed that Negotiauction enables AO to incorporate many issues into 

procurement negotiation; the AO may express her preferences regarding the attributes 

of the issues via price premiums. Therefore, it is interesting to study the distribution 

of total quantity demanded into different attributes of the issues in Negotiauctioned 

bidding processes.

Starting with the most preferred distribution derived from the weights, we continue 

examining the allocation in the two large auctions (i.e. one with preference premiums 

attached and one without). NBIs are presented as percentages as follows: small size = 

50%, mid size = 30%, large size = 20%. Quality is presented similarly.

Figures 4.11 and 4.12 make these relations more clear. On the x-axis NBIs are 

grouped in attribute levels. All issues sum to 10,000 units separately on у-axis. The 

issue ‘material’ was not weighted: different materials were considered equally 

desired. Combining NBIs, the AO’s preference distribution may be formed as in 

figure 4.13. We can now see how well the distributions in the two auctions match this 

allocation.
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Figures 4.11 and 4.12: AO’s preferences
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Figure 4.13: AO’s preferences allocated into product attributes
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Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show the allocation in terms of different attributes in these 

auctions. Attribute Small is very popular in both auctions since it provided the best 

profit for the bidders. The allocation of material and size seems to have changed 

substantially from Tulisija 10 to Finaali. This is perhaps understandable as 

complexity of the setting: given new information, the bidders may have locked one 

size and then varied the quality. Perhaps the quality is not a similar attribute as the 

size for the bidders. The quality may have more bias; e.g. one wants to produce only 
good quality.
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Figures 4.14 and 4.15: Allocation in the large auctions of the Г1 experiment
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These auctions’ allocations are compared to the most preferred in figures 4.16 and 

4.17. The figures illustrate two different viewpoints in the same allocation. In figure 

4.16, it looks as if the patterns of allocations are similar in the two auctions: both are 

showing a clear L-shape with respect to qualities. Auction Finaali is also showing a 

clear shift downwards. In figure 4.17, both auctions show clear shifts downwards 

with respect to size.

Figure 4.16 Preferred allocation vs. allocation in large auctions: changes 

in qualities bid

Preferred allocation —FI NAALI Tulisija 10
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Preferred allocation vs. allocation in large auctions: 
changes in qualities bid
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Figure 4.17 Preferred allocation vs. allocation in large auctions: changes in size bid
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Testing the dummy variable regression with many categories, we hypothesize that 

the quantity allocated to small and large is different than to medium, and that 

allocations to qualities В and C are different than to A. We also assume that by 

combining the information above with the two different auctions’ outcomes, we may 

obtain more information about the regression slope.

Table 4.10

Definitions

Dummy variable regression equations

Tested equations

ßj- intercept

ß2= coefficient to attribute size (Z)

Ss = small size 

8l = large size

ßs = coefficient to attribute quality (Q)

Sß = quality В 

Sc = quality C

ß4 = coefficient to size and auction type (SA) 

ôrs — tulisija 10 and small 

Sn = finaali and small 

&TL = tulisija 10 and large 

SFL = finaali and large 

ßs= quality and auction type (QA)

Similarly

Units = ßi + ß2Z + и 

Units = (ßi + S¡) + ß2Z + и 

Units — (ßi + ö[J + ß2Z + и 

Units = ß/+ ß2Q + и 

Units — (ßj + Sß) + ßjQ +u 

Units — (ßi + 6C) + ßsQ ~h и 

Units = ßi + ß4SA + и 

Units = (ßi + 8rs) "*■ ßj SA + и 

Units = (ßj + 8fs) + ß4SA ~t~ и 

Units ~ (ßj + &tlJ + ß4SA +u 

Units = ( ß/ + ö-fij + ß4SA + и 

Similarly
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Dummy variable regression test statistics show that attribute small is rated 

significantly higher than mid-size. The null hypothesis that the allocation between 

them is similar may be rejected with confidence of .01. Also, allocation into quality C 

may be argued to be different than to A with confidence of .01. We find also that 

including Finaali into equation after small has already taken into account alter the 

allocation significantly with confidence of .05. Similarly Finaali affects to quality В 

significantly with confidence of .05.

Adding the respective dummy variables for size & quality into the regression 

equation, we find that allocation to small is still larger than to mid-size with 

confidence of .05. Also, including Finaali into equation after Ss has already taken into 

(i.e. variable Sfs) account the allocation significantly with confidence of .05.

The allocation did not change to match the most preferred allocation. This is not 

surprising since we did not want to force the allocation into some form in our 

experiments. If some allocation would be desired by AO, constraints could be used to 

obtain this allocation. After all, the unique characteristics of Negotiauction are 

supposed to be used for finding Pareto-improvements in settlements, not in forcing 

some allocation in procurement.

4.5 Discussion of data and findings
From feasibility point of view we conclude that Negotiauction suites for diverse 

settings of procurement. In our experiments Negotiauction showed to simplify even 

very complex settings, and its operational flexibility is presumably wide enough to 

cover a large variety of situations. One problem still remains: stating the preferences, 

and incorporating them into bid premiums. However, this problem is likely to 

diminish when Negotiauction is used regularly in similar processes.

Studying modem auctioning is difficult, even in laboratory settings. In this study we 

looked at the issue from many points of view, and gathered information of how 

students bid in this kind of environment. The question is: may we generalize our 

findings to the population of those who might use this kind of system? We feel that 

this is possible. The setting was made quite realistic, and the students reflect the
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behavior of future procurers. Another question is how reliable the findings are: to be 
sure, more studies are needed.

In the study we did not compare Negotiauction with other systems. Comparisons 
might also be helpful to find out if this kind of dynamic tool for decision-making adds 

more value to the decision situation than static tools. Besides the explicitly stated 

objective and research hypotheses, we implicitly also were looking for answers on 

information value added, Pareto-optimality, and competitive advantage.

Auctions’ performance measurement in multiple issue and units cases is somewhat 

different than in single-issue auctions. Therefore comparisons to studies with single

issue auctions should be done cautiously. For example, Bichler (2000a, 249) did not 

find any evidence of revenue-equivalence in case of multiple issues. Therefore, it 

might be that revenue equivalence theorem is not usable in MU/MI auction 

evaluation, and some other measures have to be found. One reason might be that in 

ML environments there may be several equilibria, and no a priori way to choose 
among them.

The experiments showed that compared to manual bidding procedures, in 

Negotiauction the information became clearer: the sets of active and semi active 

bidders were always known. The algorithm would have made sure, even in more 

complex context that bid values would have always been maximized.

Similarly as with information on the Internet, the overflow of bidder candidates is 

quite possible when a procurer uses open auction systems for corporate procurement 

over the Internet. In the future, systems for filtering out the needed information or 

suitable candidates are required. A procurer could initialize a two-phase auction as 

such filtering system: by weighting ‘strongly’ the most relevant NBIs and BAs she 

might run a preliminary auction which would end up with perhaps ten most suitable 

candidates. Then another auction could be held with these bidders.

On the other hand firms might prefer working with only a small number of partners. 

Many firms need their partners to make investments on quality, information sharing, 

and innovation. These investments cannot be forced and the partners’ incentive to
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take these investments lowers when the number of potential partners increases (since 

the likelihood of a certain partner to be selected is reduced).

From these experiments we derive the following finding: a very long time frame in 

auctions does not necessarily improve the outcome. A well-timed length would keep 

the intensity high among the bidders. A very short time to prepare in an auction might 

provide odd outcomes, which was the case in the second experiments.

Graphics in Negotiauction should also be developed. The users could this way better 

customize their views. For example price/quantity functions of BA for bidders, based 

on NBI would bring AO’s preferences more into sight of bidders. This could lead into 

efficiencies and due to easier interpretation the transparency would improve. Another 

example would be a price function on each specific issue level. This would provide a 

practical extension to request price function. The algorithm could calculate it to all 

price delta values.

An idea for further study would be perhaps creating a marketplace, which operates in 

Negotiauction, but with the structure of double auction: then not only AO may set 

BAs but also bidders may set “SAs” (seller attributes) if joining simultaneously in 

various/many Negotiauctions. Also if some 3rd party would specialize in facilitating 

Negotiauction operations (maintaining the server) a market place could be created. 

However, this may be realistic only in very far future.

An interesting objective for future research would also be to try to find out the 
subjects’ risk preferences and the supply/demand functions in advance43. If after the 

experiment the utility or profit would be higher than the expected values calculated in 

advance, there would be evidence of Pareto-optimality. However, this approach is 

quite risky since it is very difficult to find out if there are any underlying super

criteria, such as minimum price.

Another starting point for future study might be to give the laboratory test subjects 

their utility functions and selling quantity targets. This would ensure preferred risk 

behavior.

43 Conjoint-analysis might be of help in looking for the preferences.
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This takes us closer to the auto bidding, a system that is perhaps incorporated in the 

next version of the Negotiauction software. Using this feature an AO could first try to 

simulate the outcome of an auction and try to construct proper sets of NBA or BA and 
price premiums that reflect her utility function.

We believe that the future killer application is not a single system, but an assembly of 

many features or applications that are designed to work in a specific situation: These 

might include some kind of learning application into which one may insert the 

parameters of the real environment. Perhaps some simulation device would be 

incorporated to make sure no large mistakes are left in the settings when designing 

the trading environment. It may be a trading platform operating on many alternative 

structures and rules (that may be modified to reflect all situations). It should be able 

to be customized for different decision support applications (e.g. customized 

calculators or graphics). Also applications for interaction, which may be individually 
designed (desktop or cellular), should be included in large variety.

One party cannot perhaps construct this large system. It may need a cluster of players 

working together to create a marketplace that is functioning at needed service rate. On 

the other hand, the words of Andrew Schotter catch the idea that has to be taken into 
account no matter how well argued one solution might be:

In the real world, however, the mechanisms designed by economists compete 

for adoption with others whose origins are either historical or are the objects 

of conscious design by non-economists. By this 1 mean that, for any given 

allocation problem an organization might face, there might be a number of 

mechanisms available as solutions. The organization’s leader must then 

choose between these mechanisms based on their characteristics and if, for 

example, the mechanisms have different distributional consequences for the 

power groups within the organization, then a political battle may ensue with 

each power group lobbying for the adaptation of their own mechanism. The 

mechanism that is ultimately chosen will emerge from this bargaining process 

within the organization. The process of mechanism design is therefore 

different from the process of mechanism selection. Mechanisms that seem
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natural to a well-trained economist may strike real-world decision makers as 

bizarre. The reason for this difference is that the criteria by which we 

economists judge economic institutions are quite different from those used by 

real-world decision makers. This is the prime reason why so few of our 

theoretically elegant mechanisms have actually been adopted for use. 

(Schotter 1998, 209)
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5 Conclusions

In this thesis we have looked into the fascinating world of auctioning. Features of 

auctions in general, and their modem applications were discussed. An electronic 

reverse auction mechanism, with features that enable multiple units and multiple 

issues to be incorporated, was studied in two experiments with students. The systems’ 
feasibility for corporate procurement was under examination.

More and more complex and even dynamic negotiations are the challenges 

tomorrows’ procurement professionals face. The power of computing comes at the 

right time when designing new mechanisms that enable more realistic bidding 

entities. Negotiauction, the mechanism for procurement studied in this thesis, aims at 
creating efficiencies via speeding the bidding process, even multidimensional 

bidding, and providing the parties better connectivity - components of dynamic 
systems.

Any mechanism of trade aims at successful allocation of utility between the producer 

and the consumer. The mechanism should be fair and usable to gain popularity. When 

using auctioning as a trading mechanism some specific issues must be reflected upon. 

Questions regarding the methods of auctioning, such as means of bid announcing, bid 
pricing, and the closing used, must be resolved.

Negotiauction is designed to be semi-sealed in bidding, discriminative in pricing, but 

the closing is open to be chosen. Negotiauction uses sealed bidding in order to reduce 

collusion, which is a big problem in auctioning. However, sealed bidding is used in 
dynamic fashion.

Two kinds of closings were used in our experiments, and the discussion indicated that 

choosing an ending is also a matter of use of the auction. If auction is used for just 

preliminary check of negotiation candidates, manual closing is practical. In order to 

gain efficiencies in time tied to procurement, the auction organizer might want to use 

auto mode until the end - manual mode on the other hand could derive lower closing 
prices.
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Due to price discrimination and sealing the bids in Negotiauction, the buyer gains 

quite large power over the bidders. If the buyer is also acting as the auction organizer, 

she obtains perhaps too much power in the eyes of the bidders. As a result, the market 

design might loose its attraction despite the obvious efficiencies to be gained for all 

parties. Therefore, it would be a good idea to separate the roles of auction owner (the 

buyer) and auction organizer. If some institution (e.g. government) would be able to 

gain this entrusted position, it would perhaps be able to exploit the need on markets.

The experiments showed that the multiple-units feature in Negotiauction was 

functioning as was expected. The effect of preference information based weighting 

(price premiums) on the issues and the level of competition on auction outcome was 

studied: the focus was on the total cost to buyer, and the profit per maximum profit 

ratio for each bidder.

Analysis of the first experiments shows that price premiums did not significantly 

change the total cost to buyer. From bidders’ point of view, price premiums had 

different effect on profit per maximum profit ratio depending on the number of 

bidders in an auction: the difference between cases where the preference premiums 

were attached and cases where they were not assigned was rather small in auctions 

with just a few bidders.

Guiding the allocation of an auction outcome is not an objective when using 

auctioning for procurement. Still, it was interesting to investigate if the features of the 

electronic auction used had an effect on the allocation. In the experiments, the 

patterns of allocation stayed similar on average in the different phases of auctioning, 

while allocation towards goods possessing some desirable attributes seems to have 

changed significantly when preference premiums were attached.

As our final conclusion we might say that the kind of market mechanism for goods 

and money allocation, which has been the focus in this thesis, has potential for future 

procurement functions. Also, different settings for this mechanism can be considered. 

Perhaps a two-staged system, where the first stage would filter the bidders to the
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second stage, would provide the best driver of competitiveness in procurement 
processes in companies.

Future studies on electronic auctions could be done on auction environment elements 

such as the relative magnitude of entry costs, and the effects of different degrees of 
risk aversion on bidding.
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APPENDIX 1: Auction outcomes in the 1st 

experiment
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APPENDIX 2: The phases of Negotiauctioning

Phase 1: 
Data

Consolidation

Enter
Advanced
Functions

Phase 2: 
Define RFQ

Bidder AttributesIdentify Data for Use 
In Neqotiauction 

•Supplier Ranking 
Supplier Qualification :

Define RFQ 
•Name 

•Description 
•Quantity 

•Reserve Price 
Bidding Incremer

Define Attributes

leqotiable Bid Issues 
•Define NBIs 

Establish Discounts
•Buying Rules 

Minimum Terms

Phase 4: 
Bidder 

Attribute 
Definition

Constraints
Establish Bidder and/or 

Bid Constraints

Invite Bidders

•Invite Bidders 
•Score Bidders 

•Weigh Attributes 
•Rank Bidders 

•Apply Premiums

J

Existing Business Data and Processes

Existing Supplier ! 
Qualification Process Business Buying Rules

Locked

Phase 5 
Bids 

Invited

Bidder

Agreement 
Rear hed

Auction: Bidding and Evaluation

Phase 6 
Bidders 
Submit

Bi

Bids Evaluated By 
■Bidder Premiums 
•Negotiable Bid Issue 
Discounts 
•Constraints

Bid
Resubmitted

Compared Aqamst
Other Bids

Auction 
Owner лН Requested Price

Calculated

Pause Mode

Bidder Waits <................5*
-------------------  Initiated by

Manual Mode 
Negotiation

Auction
Owner

Bidder (s)

S No Agreement - 
Bid goes to Auction

Bid is Outbid 
No Resubmission

Inactive Bids At Close 
Of Auction Lose

Accepted Bid 
I Becomes Active

Active Bids At Close 
Of Auction Win

Note: Auction Owner is the buyer

Source: Hannele Wallenius, 2002
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APPENDIX 3: The excel calculator used in the 

experiments

NUMBER OF WORKERsI 76 [ NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL WORKERsj 0

BIDS PRODUCTION COSTS for max quantity of 0-2500

SID #1
Quantity) 

Quality level
2000

Material used Size
27 500 mk 1 c 1 kivi pieni UNIT COST 14 654 mk

Sr.vi- íqt Bic m

BID £2

Quantity) 

Quality level

1000 I

Material used Size
25 308 mk 1 1 c 1 tiili pieni UNIT COST 14 654 mk

Pro:!- by. Sid 5=2

Quantity) 

Quality level

2500 I

Material used Size
20 000 mk 1 1 E L kivi iso UNIT COST 14 554 mk

PreS ter Bid *5 
13 365 E25 mk

ITOTAL PROFIT 49 502 615 mk| maximum production capacity
5 746

total quantity of bids 
5500


